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 Proteins  have  evolved to fold  cooperatively, though the  structural  origins  of 
cooperativity are often elusive. Cooperativity is likely to arise from the complex networks 
of interactions within the long stretches of chemicaly diverse residues that make up a 
protein’s  primary  sequence.  Unfortunately, the relationship  between  cooperativity  and 
residue-residue interactions is  chalenging to  study in  most  systems.  Since repeat 
proteins have a linear structure with a low contact order, they are idealy suited to studies 
of cooperativity in protein folding. Among repeat proteins, the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) 
family is  of  particular interest  owing to the  presence  of  a  very  conserved  aray  of 
asparagines that may be a source of inter-repeat coupling. This ladder is unique given its 
high  conservation  and  burial in the  hydrophobic  core,  suggesting it  provides  enough 
stabilizing interactions to  ofset the  unfavorable  desolvation  of its  component 
asparagines. As a linear homogenous network, the asparagine ladder of LRR proteins is 
a simple system to study the origins of coupling. 
 This thesis seeks to connect the interactions between asparagine ladder residues 
to the  global  properties  of  stability  and  cooperativity in  LRR  proteins. In  Chapter  2,  a 
simple two-repeat asparagine ladder in pp32 is studied. The chapter concludes that the 
asparagine ladder is  a  stabilizing  structural feature that is  highly rigid,  and reveals 
interesting diference in hydrogen bonding paterns that make up the ladder. In Chapter 
3,  a  consensus  LRR (cLRR)  system is  evaluated  using  an  extended  nearest-neighbor 
model. The results reveal that, although the A and B repeats have high sequence identity, 
they have significantly diferent intrinsic and interfacial terms. In Chapter 4, substitutions 
 ii 
are made to the asparagine ladder in the cLRR series to measure the contributions of 
ladder  asparagines to intrinsic  and interfacial  stability. Asparagine ladder substitutions 
are found to afect stability in a directional way, destabilizing N-terminal interfaces more 
than C-terminal interfaces. 
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CHAPTER 1 – Measuring cooperativity in LRR proteins 
1.1 Interaction networks in proteins 
Cooperativity in any system relies on interactions between residues. The network 
of interactions that make up cooperativity can be abstracted using graph theory to nodes 
and  edges.  For  proteins,  nodes  can represent  amino  acids  with the  edges identifying 
interactions between amino acids. Interestingly, graph representations of proteins adhere 
to a “smal-world” network model, meaning that protein graphs tend to be highly clustered 
with  short  path lengths  connecting  any two residues [1]. As  a result,  proteins  are 
particularly wel suited for alostery [2]. 
Alostery in its  most  basic form refers to “action  at  a  distance” [3] arising from 
exogenous stimulation of a macromolecule. The “smal-world” nature of proteins suggests 
that changes propagate over the short edge lengths in the protein graph [2], which can 
translate to long distances in real space. Studies of alosteric networks commonly monitor 
global properties such as stability or binding [2], [4]–[6] with a few studies being able to 
describe the individual interactions that  give rise to the  alosteric  behavior [7], [8]. 
However,  dissecting  perturbations to  networks into individual interactions remains 
exceptionaly dificult as these interactions can occur over vastly diferent time scales and 
involve large numbers of residues [4]. Detailed descriptions of how interactions propagate 
in a network are required to beter understand natural phenomena like the molecular basis 
for neurodegenerative disease and improve de novo protein design. 
A  study  seeking to  provide  detailed  measurements  of the interactions  within  a 
network  of  connected residues  would  benefit from  a  system  composed  of local 
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interactions  between  similar types  of residues that is  amenable to rigorous 
thermodynamic  characterization.  Repeat  proteins represent  a  highly  simplified 
architecture ideal for studying interactions between networks of residues. Repeat proteins 
are composed of repetitions of a single domain or motif to form long arays with a highly 
simplified contact order [9]. The linear nature of these proteins dictates that any network 
of residues that  occurs  across repeats  wil itself  be linear  and  wil  be  simplified  by the 
symmetry  of the repeat  aray,  compared to the  heterogeneous  networks  present in 
globular proteins (Figure 1.1). By linearizing the network graph, measuring the efects of 
substitutions becomes much more tractable and can be accomplished using traditional 
double-mutant cycles [10]. Another benefit of using repeat proteins to study interaction 
networks is that  nearest-neighbor  modeling  can  be  used to  quantify the  energetics  of 
coupling between neighboring repeats, providing a thermodynamic parameter describing 
the edges between nodes that connect adjacent repeats [11]. This provides an even more 
specific  measurement  of interactions  within the  network than  could  be  provided  by 
traditional double-mutant cycles. 
 
Figure 1.1. Comparison of complexity of residue interactions in repeat and 
globular proteins. Comparison of residue networks in repeat (top, middle) and 
globular (botom) proteins. Structures are shown as ribbon diagrams on the left,
with networks of polar residues shown as red sticks. Graphical abstractions of 
these networks are shown on the right. Nodes represent residues, and diferent 
colors indicating diferent amino acids at each position. The leucine-rich repeat 
protein YopM (top, PDB ID: 1JL5) has the simplest network architecture, folowed 
by ankyrin (middle, PDB ID: 2BKG), and then PDZ domain (botom, PDB ID: 
1QLC). 
1.2 Consensus design and nearest-neighbor modeling 
As the nearest-neighbor model has been reviewed extensively elsewhere [12],
only a brief description wil be provided here. Rather, I wil provide a detailed description 
of how this model is modified to include the efects of substitutions. The power of the 
nearest-neighbor model is its use of the partition function to fit data rather than an 
assumption of a two-state model. The partition function for globular proteins is dificult to 
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construct, since structures are heterogeneous, and the substructures that should be used 
to represent individual elements are not clearly defined. By comparison, repeat proteins 
have individual structural units (repeats) clearly defined by symmetry. An even greater 
simplification can be achieved if al sequence diferences between repeats are removed, 
making the  aray  homogenous  and  decreasing the  number  of terms that  make  up the 
partition function. 
One successful approach to creating homogenous arays of repeat proteins is to 
use a consensus sequence for each repeat [13]. In a consensus sequence, the amino 
acid  at  each  position is  determined  by the  most frequently  observed residue  at that 
position in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA). This straight-forward approach can be 
modified to include charge alternation between repeats; in this approach, the repetitive 
unit is a pair of repeats that are nearly identical in sequence except for charge alternation 
[14], [15]. In these cases, poorly conserved positions may be alternated between the top 
two residues found at the position [16]. Charge alternation is particularly important for b-
sheet  proteins like those  of the leucine-rich repeat family  given the  close  proximity  of 
repeats. 
For  a  homogenous  aray  of identical  consensus repeats,  only three  parameters 
are needed to construct a 1D nearest-neighbor model: a term to represent folding of an 
individual repeat (intrinsic free energy, DGR), a term to represent the favorable interaction 
between repeats (interfacial free energy, DGR-1,R, folowing the nomenclature of [12]), and 
the denaturant dependence of the intrinsic term (mi, Figure 1.2A). This reduction in the 
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parameters leads to  an  equaly  simplified  expression for the  partition function (with  al 
repeats unfolded as the reference state):  
	"=$%&(∆)*%+,∗.)0$%∆)*12,*0+2$%(∆)*%+,∗.)0+1 (1.1)	
"=78









A    (1.3) 
where q is the partition function for al states, x is concentration of denaturant (M), b is 
(kT)-1, k is the  equilibrium  constant  associated  with the intrinsic term,  and t is the 
equilibrium constant associated with the interfacial term. It should be noted that interfaces 
are treated as denaturant independent (eq 1.1). Interfacial mi-values have the opposite 
sign  of the intrinsic  mi-values, implying that interfaces  become  stronger  at  higher 
denaturant concentrations. Given the dificulty in explaining this physical phenomenon it 
has  been  common  practice in  many  analyses to treat interfaces  as  being  denaturant 
independent [17]–[19]. Though an interesting (and active) area of research, this thesis 
wil treat interfaces as independent of denaturant as has been done previously.   
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Figure  1.2. Sample  matrices for  homogenous,  alternating,  and  substituted 
nearest-neighbor  models. Matrices for resolving intrinsic  and interfacial 
parameters for repeat proteins composed of (A) homogeneous repeats, (B) two 
alternating repeats,  and (C)  unsubstituted  and  substituted repeats.  Repeats  are 
represented as rectangles with interfaces colored between them and names to the 
right of the cartoons. Columns are headed by the parameter they represent, and 
al  matrices  are ful rank. In the  homogeneous  aray, repeats (R)  are  shown  as 
grey rectangles,  and interfaces (R-1,  R)  are  shown  with  blue  shading;  only two 
constructs are needed to resolve the two parameters (DGR and DGR-1,R). In the two-
repeat alternating aray, the two repeats (A and B) are shown as pink and light 
blue rectangles, and the two interfaces (A:B and B:A) are shown with red and blue 
shading; four  constructs  are  needed to resolve the four  parameters (DGA, DGB, 
DGB-1,A, and DGA-1,B). In the substituted repeat aray, usubstituted and substituted 
repeats (R  and  X)  are  shown  as  grey  and  white rectangles,  and interfaces  are 
shown as black, white, and grey shading. Six constructs are needed to resolve the 









ΔGA	 ΔGB	 ΔGB-1,A	 ΔGA-1,B	
1	 1	 0	 1	
1	 1	 1	 0	
2	 1	 1	 1	





ΔGR	 ΔGX	 ΔGR-1,R	 ΔGR-1,X	 ΔGX-1,R	 ΔGX-1,X	
1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	
2	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	
0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	
1	 1	 0	 1	 0	 0	
1	 1	 0	 0	 1	 0	







To ensure that parameters are wel-determined, diferent combinations of repeats 
and interfaces are needed. For the example of a homogenous sequence, each construct 
has a stability defined as 
∆BC=∑ EF∆BFF +∑EG∆BG;I%:,IG     (1.4) 
where k is the  diferent types  of repeats in the  construct (R in the  example), nk is the 
number of k repeats in the construct, and j is the types of interfaces in the construct (R-
1,R in the example). For any construct, we can represent this linear equation in matrix 
form: 
∆B8J
C =[2 1]    (1.5) 
where DGoR2 is the global stability of construct composed of two repeats (R2), the first 
column of the matrix represents the number of repeats (2 in the example), and the second 
column of the matrix represents the number of interfaces. The minimal set of constructs 
required to resolve a particular set of parameters can be determined from the rank of the 
coeficient matrix defined by the constructs (Figure 1.2A). A matrix with ful rank ensures 
that  al the  parameters in the  model  are independently  defined.  For the  homogenous 









A    (1.6) 
using the same format from equation 1.5. With chemical denaturation data from these two 
constructs  and the  partition function  defined in  equation  1.3,  we  can resolve DGR and 
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IN:      (1.7) 
where q is fraction folded, n is the number of repeats, qi is a sub-partition function that 
only includes states with the ith repeat folded. 
 For many consensus systems, homogenous arays are unstable without solvating 
caps [18]–[20]. For these systems, interfaces between repeats and caps (tN-1,R or tR-1,C) 
can be treated the same as interfaces between repeats [17]. Under this assumption, the 

















1 1 0 1
1 1 1 2
1 2 1 3
0 1 1 1
Y    (1.8) 
where the columns of the coeficient matrix represent the intrinsic (DGN ,1st; DGR 2nd; DGC 
3rd) and interfacial (DGR-1,R, 4th) terms from equation 1.4. If DGN-1,R and DGR-1,C are not 
equal to DGR-1,R, the diference between the actual and assumed interfaces wil accrue to 
the intrinsic terms for the  caps (DGN and DGC).  Fortunately, DGN and DGC are  not  of 
interest in  most  studies as the  caps  are  present to  prevent  aggregation,  not  provide 
accurate measurements of thermodynamic parameters. 
The partition function of capped or uncapped homogeneous arays can easily be 
adapted to model heterogeneous arays, for example a consensus repeat protein with 
two diferent repeat sequences (A and B) aranged sequentialy (Figure 1.2A) [18]. For 
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such constructs the intrinsic (and interfacial) terms are expected to difer from one repeat 
(and interface) to the next. Therefore, two intrinsic and two interfacial terms are required, 
doubling the total number of constructs needed to resolve the two-repeat system. The 










A   (1.9) 
This two-repeat  partition function is  used to  describe the  stability  of  a  consensus  LRR 
protein in Chapter 3. 
 Another useful application of the nearest neighbor approach is in analysis of the 
efects of one or more substitutions in an otherwise homogenous aray of repeats (Figure 
1.2C) [20], [21].  This  creates  a  new repeat (X)  with  a  new intrinsic  parameter (DGX). 
Because the substitution may modify either of the adjacent interfaces, two new interfacial 
parameters  are  needed,  one for the  N-terminal interface (DGR-1,X),  and  one for the  C-
terminal interface (DGX-1,R). If multiple substitutions are made at adjacent sites, a fourth 
new  parameter (DGX-1,X) is  needed to  capture  nonadditivity  between  substitutions [10]. 

















Note that  a  new  matrix is required for  each repeat  as  a result  of the  diferent t term 
associated  with  each interface.  Fuly resolving  a  substitution  using  a  nearest-neighbor 
model requires more constructs than using a two-state model, but provides much greater 
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resolution of the efects of substitutions. This substitution system is used to evaluate the 
efects of substitutions to a consensus LRR protein in Chapter 4. 
What remains to be described is how these systems can be used to resolve the 
efects of networks of interacting residues. As mentioned previously, the repeat protein 
architecture greatly simplifies a potential interaction network. If the interaction network is 
conserved, it wil persist in the consensus repeat sequence and can then be studied using 
mutagenesis coupled with the nearest-neighbor modeling approach described above that 
includes the efects of substitutions. Analyzing the unfolding transitions of an appropriate 
set of constructs with a substitution nearest-neighbor model provides detailed information 
on the  network: if the  network is  within repeats, the intrinsic terms  are  expected to  be 
afected, whereas if the network spans repeats, the interfacial terms should reflect any 
perturbations to the  network resulting from  substitution.  As  substitution interfaces  are 
described  by twice the  number  of  parameters that  are  associated  with intrinsic terms, 
more information  might  be  available for  networks that  span repeats than those  within 
repeats.  The requirements  of the  nearest-neighbor  analysis  have therefore  provided  a 
framework for selecting possible systems for study: the system must be a repeat protein, 
it  must  have  a  network of interacting residues, that  network  must  be retained in  a 
consensus sequence repeat aray, and the network must span repeats (be interfacial in 
nature) to  maximize the  amount  of information  provided  per  construct  evaluated.  One 
group  of  proteins that  satisfies  al these requirements is the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) 
family, which are the subject of this thesis. 
 
1.3 LRR protein structure 
LRR proteins are a diverse family of repeat proteins found in al domains of life 
[22]. They form curved solenoids with concave faces comprised of paralel β-sheets linked 
via a turn to a helical or coiled convex face (Figure 1.3) [23]. LRRs participate in a wide 
variety of binding interactions with diverse biological functions including immunity (TLRs 
[24], agnathan antibodies [25]), and kinase signaling [26]. Binding interactions generaly 
take place on the β-sheet or coiled region between the concave and convex faces of the 
LRR solenoid [27]. 
 
Figure 1.3. Structural diversity in LRR subfamilies. Examples of LRR protein 
structures (top) and an individual repeat from each structure (botom). From left to 
right: YopM (PDB ID: 1JL5) from the bacterial LRR subfamily, ribonuclease 
inhibitor (PDB ID: 1A4Y) from the ribonuclease inhibitor subfamily, and TLR9 (PDB 
ID: 3WPC) from the typical subfamily. Asparagine ladder residues are shown as 
red sticks. In the individual repeats, conserved leucines in the invariant LRR region 
are shown in white sticks. 
The biological diversity of LRRs has produced a significant amount of sequence 
diversity in the LRR family. LRRs can be categorized into a number of subfamilies that 
exhibit diferent lengths and conservation paterns (Figure 1.4) [27]. However, a shared 
feature of al LRR sequences is the 11-residue "invariant region" (LxxLxL/VxxN/CxL) that 
forms the β-sheet and part of the succeeding coiled region (Figure 1.3) [28]. As can be 
seen in Figure 1.4, most of the sequence and length variation arises from the positions 
C-terminal to the invariant region [27]. 
Figure 1.4. Conservation paterns in LRR subfamilies. Comparison of Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM) logos [29] constructed from typical (top), bacterial (middle), 
and cysteine-containing (CC, botom) LRR subfamily sequences. The invariant 
region is within the black rectangle with the conserved asparagine ladder 
highlighted with in gray. Numbers below each column indicate the percentage of 
sequences in the MSA with a residue (as opposed to a gap) at that position.


















For this thesis, the most important structural feature of LRR proteins is the highly 
conserved asparagine ladder (Figure 1.3 and 1.4) [30]. The asparagine ladder is formed 
through  stacking  of  multiple  LRRs into regular  and repeating  aray,  apparently 
sequestering the  asparagine  side  chains from  solvent (Figure  1.3).  Similar  structural 
motifs are also found in b-helical proteins and amyloids [31]. The asparagine ladder is 
particularly wel suited for studying networked interactions as it is one-dimensional (due 
to the repeat protein architecture), homogenous, and may play role in repeat-to-repeat 
coupling through hydrogen bonding interactions between repeats (Figure 1.5). In short, 
the asparagine ladder of LRR proteins is an ideal structural motif to study short- and long-
range interactions within a network. 
 
Figure 1.5. Graphic and schematic representation of the asparagine ladder. 
A  graphical  abstraction  of the  asparagine ladder from  Figure  1.1  with  nodes 
representing the ladder  asparagine in repeats i - 1, i,  and i + 1 connected to  a 
schematic  showing the  side  chain interactions  observed in  crystal  structures. 
Dashed lines from the  nodes indicate that the  patern  can  extend to include  an 
arbitrary number of nodes. Dashed lines in the bonding scheme (botom) represent 
hydrogen  bonds.  Labels  show asparagine  side  chain  protons (HZ/HE)  and 





































i - 1 i + 1i
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In chapter 2, the asparagine ladder in the LRR protein pp32 is studied to determine 
the global and molecular properties of a simple two-asparagine ladder that is amenable 
to  NMR  spectroscopy  and thermodynamic  analysis.  These  studies reveal that the 
asparagine ladder is an important component of global LRR stability, and that it is highly 
rigid. Chapter 3 lays the foundation for studying the asparagine ladder in a consensus 
LRR designed by Dr. Thuy Dao [16]. Parameters for a single-repeat system are resolved 
to  provide  a  baseline from  which to  measure  changes in  stability resulting from 
asparagine ladder substitutions in chapter 4. This final chapter describes substitutions to 
the cLRR asparagine ladder, using the nearest-neighbor substitution model to analyze 
unfolding transitions. Both cysteine and leucine substitutions are described and the ladder 
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Chapter 2 - A second backbone: the contribution of a buried asparagine ladder to 
the global and local stability of a leucine-rich repeat protein 
2.1 Introduction 
Networks of polar interactions in protein interiors are common structural motifs that 
play important roles in  stabilizing  proteins [1]–[3].  The  unusual  environments  of these 
interior polar networks are likely to impart unusual energetic features on the networks, 
and have long  been recognized  as  contributing to  communication  processes  such  as 
alostery [4]. Determining the  contributions  of individual residues to folding  and/or 
stabilizing the native states of proteins is not straightforward, as many studies can atest 
[5]–[7]. An even greater chalenge lies in identifying colective networks of residues whose 
interactions  are  key to  protein cooperativity,  alostery,  and function.  Because these 
networks  are  defined  by  sequence information  at  multiple  positions, understanding 
interaction networks in proteins often requires a large amount of sequence information 
[8], [9], accurate sequence alignments [10], [11], sophisticated analyses [12]–[14], and 
creation  and  experimental  characterization  of large  numbers  of  variants [15]–[17] 
compared to studies focused on single-site contributions. 
Although it  can  be  dificult to identify functionaly relevant polar residues 
(specificaly, those  enhancing  stability) and their interaction networks, there  are some 
cases where key residues and interaction networks can be infered using structural data 
and sequence conservation alone. One such example is the linear aray of asparagine 
residues, often called an asparagine ladder, found in leucine-rich repeat (LRR) proteins. 
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Asparagine ladders  are highly  conserved both in  sequence  and in structure,  and  are 
entirely buried in the hydrophobic interior of LRR proteins despite the polar character of 
their eponymous asparagine residue (Figure 1 and S1). Compared to other networks of 
interactions, the  LRR  asparagine ladder is  an  atractive target for  experimental  study 
since it is  composed  of the  same residue (asparagine)  at the  same  position  within 
adjacent repeats, reflecting a  simple  symmetry across the  network.  Furthermore, the 
asparagine ladder is likely to be tightly coupled via hydrogen bonds (Figure 1A), providing 
a  unique  opportunity to  study  how  a  highly  conserved  network  contributes to  protein 
stability  and  cooperativity. A  study of the  asparagine ladder in  LRR  proteins  may also 
provide  a  beter  understanding  of asparagine/glutamine ladder architectures in  other 
contexts,  perhaps  most  notably in the  amyloid  protein  aggregates responsible for 
neurodegenerative  pathologies like  Alzheimer’s (Ab),  Parkinson’s (a-synuclein),  and 
Huntington’s (huntingtin) diseases [18].  















   N-Cap MEMGRRIHLELRNRTPSD 1-18
 Repeat 1 VKELVLDNSRSNEGK-LEGLTDE-FEE 19-43
 Repeat 2 LEFLSTINVGLTS---IANLPK--LNK 44-65
 Repeat 3 LKKLELSDNRVSGG--LEVLAEK-CPN 66-89
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Furthermore, thermodynamic  parameters indicate the  asparagine ladder  contributes to 
more cooperativity than the conserved leucine residues that define the LRR motif [19]–
[21]. NMR chemical  shifts  and temperature  coeficients suggest that  hydrogen  bonds 
formed by NH2 groups of ladder asparagine side chains are stronger between repeats 
than they are within repeats. These data indicate the asparagine ladder acts like a second 
backbone,  maintaining the  LRR fold  and supporting repeat-to-repeat interactions that 
promote global cooperativity. 
 
2.2 Results 
2.2.1 The structure and sequence features of asparagine ladders in LRR proteins. 
In the asparagine ladder motif  of LRR  proteins, the primary  amide  side  chains of 
asparagines are completely buried within the nonpolar environment of the protein core. 
Owing to the high hydrogen  bonding capacity of primary amides and their  capacity to 
donate and accept hydrogen bonds equaly (donating two hydrogen bonds from the NH2 
group  and  accepting two  hydrogen  bonds to the  carbonyl  oxygen), these  buried 
asparagine side chains are likely to form extended networks of hydrogen bonds. Crystal 
structures of LRR proteins show that this is accomplished through hydrogen bonds to the 
amide groups of peptide bonds (Figure 1A), wherein two peptide amide NH groups donate 
hydrogen bonds to each asparagine CgO group, and two peptide carbonyl oxygens accept 
hydrogen  bonds from each asparagine  NH2 group. Though  other  polar  and  charged 
protein side-chains (serine, threonine, histidine, arginine, aspartate and glutamate) have 
high hydrogen bonding capacities, there is a clear preference for asparagine at the ladder 
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position of typical LRR repeats (84 percent of repeats, Figure S1). Only cysteine, serine, 
and threonine occur at the ladder position with frequencies greater than 1 percent (9.3, 
1.5, and 1.4 percent), implying that the stereochemistry and hydrogen-bond paterning of 
the asparagine side-chain is wel matched for the ladder environment. 
Owing to the repetitive  architecture  of  LRR  proteins, analogous peptide  groups 
from each repeat participate in hydrogen bonding to each buried asparagine. Three of 
these hydrogen bonds cross the interfaces between adjacent repeats. Specificaly, the 
backbone NH donor groups to each asparagine CgOd1 and one of the carbonyl acceptor 
groups to each asparagine NHZ are from the previous repeat (residue i-24 and i-22 for 
donors, residue i-27 for acceptor; Figure 1A). The fourth hydrogen bond is between the 
asparagine ladder NHE and the backbone CO  of residue i-3 in the  same repeat; in 
addition, this  backbone  CO also  acts  as the i-27 donor to the  asparagine in the 
neighboring C-terminal repeat. Therefore, this network of backbone carbonyl acceptors 
forms a continuous hydrogen bond network (Oi-27..HZNiHE..Oi-3..HZNi+24HE) that spans 
the  entire ladder. It  seems likely that this  network  contributes to  strong  coupling of 
adjacent repeats. 
Because the ladder asparagine is  one  of the  most  conserved residues in  some 
LRR families (Figure  S1), the length  of these laders  can  span large  distances. For 
example, the asparagine ladder in YopM spans 14 continuous repeats [22]. Although the 
length of this extended hydrogen bond network is impressive, a large protein like YopM 
would be a chalenging target to apply high-resolution studies of hydrogen bonding, such 
as  NMR  spectroscopy.  Thus, for the  present  study,  we  sought to identify  a  simple 
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asparagine ladder in a relatively smal LRR protein. The LRR domain from the human 
pp32 protein meets this criterion, with two ladder asparagines centered in a short aray 
of LRRs (Figure 1B). Though internal asparagines in longer ladders may have diferent 
properties than the two-residue ladder in  pp32, the  shared  structural features  of  al 
asparagine ladder residues (most  notably, their  hydrogen  bonding  paterns) suggests 
their salient properties are preserved in the short pp32 ladder [19], [23]. Furthermore, the 
central ladder position in pp32 also permits us to determine the efects of ladder extending 
substitutions in adjacent repeats. pp32 is also wel-suited for the present studies because 
high-resolution structures have been determined [24], [25] and its thermodynamic stability 
and folding kinetics have been wel characterized [21], [26], [27]. 
pp32 has five canonical LRRs flanked by N- and C-terminal caps (Figure 1B). As 
pp32 and its homologues are found predominantly in the animal taxon and have repeat 
lengths ranging from 21 to 26 residues, the LRRs of pp32are best represented by the 
"typical" LRR subfamily [19], [28]. The asparagine ladder in pp32 is composed of the side 
chains of asparagines 74 (repeat three) and 98 (repeat four). Unlike repeats three and 
four, residues at the analogous positions in repeats one and two are hydrophobic. The 
residue  at the ladder  position in repeat five is a cysteine, the  second  most  common 
residue at the ladder position (Figure 1C, S1). 
2.2.2 The efect of asparagine ladder substitutions on pp32 global stability. 
To  determine the importance  of asparagines 74  and  98 to the stability  and 
structural integrity of pp32, we generated a series of constructs in which asparagines 74 
and/or 98 are substituted with alanine and leucine. With the exception of the N98A variant, 
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far-UV  CD  spectra of these  constructs difer  significantly from the wild-type pp32 
spectrum (Figure 2A), indicating that the secondary structure is perturbed by the loss of 
ladder asparagines. The increase in negative elipticity from ~200 to 210 nm suggests 
that substitutions of asparagines 74 and 98 increase the amount of random coil present 
in  pp32 for  al  variants except N98A. Nonetheless,  al spectra retain a pronounced 
shoulder near  218nm, suggesting that some  amount  of the  native b-sheet structure is 
preserved. 
 
Figure  2.2 CD  spectra  and  urea-induced  unfolding  of  asparagine ladder  and 
peripheral  variants  of  pp32. (A)  Far-UV  CD  spectra  of  asparagine ladder  variants. 
Alanine variants are colored red (N74A, solid line; N98A, short dashed line; N74A/N98A, 
long dashed line), leucine variants are colored blue (N74L, solid line; N98L, short dashed 
line; N74L/N98L, long dashed line), and wild-type pp32 is colored grey (dashed line). (B) 
Urea melts of asparagine ladder variants. Transitions were monitored by CD at 220 nm 
and  were fitted  using  a two-state  model (curves).  Data  and  curves  are transformed to 
fraction folded. Colors and line styles are as in (A). (C) Far-UV CD spectra of peripheral 
variants (T49L,  purple;  L69A,  green;  C123N,  orange;  YD,  blue). (D)  Urea  melts  of 
peripheral variants. Data were colected and transformed as in (B). Colors and line styles 
are as in (C). Raw titration data are shown in Figure S2. Conditions: 20 mM NaPO4, 150 
mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, pH 7.8, 20 °C. 
 
















































































































To determine how  hydrophobic  substitutions to the asparagine ladder impact 
folding stability and cooperativity, we colected urea-induced unfolding transitions using 
CD spectroscopy (Figure 2B, S2A). For al variants, substitution of ladder asparagines 
with hydrophobic residues is significantly destabilizing (Table 1, average DDG°H2O = 4.3 
kcal mol-1)  and reduces the  steepness  of the  unfolding transitions (Table  1, average 
decrease in  m-value = 1 kcal mol-1 M-1). This  decrease in the  m-value  suggests  a 
decreased cooperativity in unfolding, though the reduced m-value may also result from 
partial  disruption  of  structure in the  absence  of  denaturant,  consistent  with the loss  of 
secondary  structure  observed  by far-UV  CD.  However, the  N98A variant shows  a 
significant decrease in cooperativity (Dm = 1.0 kcal mol-1 M-1) but has a far-UV spectrum 
that is the  same  as wild-type  pp32 (Figure  1A), implying that the  m-value is  due to  a 
genuine decrease in cooperativity rather than partial unfolding under native conditions. 
Table 1. Global stability for pp32 variants. 
Variant   ∆G°H2Oa m-valuea 
wild-typeb -7.93 ± 0.18 2.86 ± 0.02 
S27N -5.45 ± 0.18 2.66 ± 0.07 
T49L -10.49 ± 0.33 2.67 ± 0.06 
T49V -9.76 ± 0.42 2.76 ± 0.13 
V52N -5.62 ± 0.4 2.77 ± 0.20 
T49L/V52Nc -9.35 2.80    00 
C123N -8.90 ± 0.23 2.87 ± 0.07 
L69Ab -4.99 ± 0.13 3.02 ± 0.03 
YDb -4.72 ± 0.14 2.69 ± 0.14 
N74A -3.28 ± 0.22 1.98 ± 0.11 
N98A -3.18 ± 0.14 1.85 ± 0.06 
N74A/N98A -3.62 ± 0.25 1.94 ± 0.06 
N74L -3.61 ± 0.03 1.94 ± 0.02 
N98L -3.68 ± 0.2 1.59 ± 0.11 
N74L/N98L -4.18 ± 0.35 1.83 ± 0.12 
aGlobal  stabilities  were  determined from  urea-induced 
unfolding transitions  at  20 °C.  Units for ∆G°H2O and  m-
values are kcal mol-1 and kcal mol-1 Murea-1. Uncertainties 
are standard deviations on the mean from at least three 
independent unfolding transitions. bEquilibrium unfolding 
data  are from [21]. cOnly  a  single  measurement  was 
made so no eror is reported.  
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This observation demonstrates that the asparagine ladder plays a role in promoting 
cooperative folding, in addition to stabilizing the LRR fold. It is noteworthy that substitution 
of both ladder residues with hydrophobic residues (for example, the doubly-substituted 
N74L/N98L  variant) appears to  be  no  more  destabilizing than  single  substitution (the 
singly substituted N74L and N98L variants; Figure 2B, Table 1). Rather, comparison of 
unfolding transitions of single and double-substitutions suggests that replacement of the 
second (isolated) asparagine residue is modestly stabilizing, consistent with coupling of 
adjacent ladder asparagines through the hydrogen bonding network. 
In addition to substitutions to asparagines 74 and 98 that disrupt the ladder, we 
atempted to extend the asparagine ladder of pp32 by introducing asparagine residues at 
equivalent ladder positions  of repeats  one, two,  and five (serine  27, valine  52, and 
cysteine 123; Figure 1C). Asparagine substitutions in repeats one and two (S27N and 
V52N) were destabilizing (Figure  S3), but substitution in repeat five (C123N) was 
stabilizing (Table 1). The C-terminal C123N variant has a far-UV CD spectrum similar to 
wild-type pp32 (Figure 2C). Although the increase in stability is significant, the magnitude 
of the DDG°H2O value is less than that observed for hydrophobic substitutions of ladder 
asparagines 74 and 98 (Figure 2D, S2B and Table 1), suggesting that when in their native 
context, ladder asparagines are uniquely stabilizing. 
The asymmetric efect of N- versus C-terminal extension on stability suggests local 
diferences in context  between repeats two and five. In  atempting to determine the 
sequence origins of this variation, we identified a residue (threonine 49) in close proximity 
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to valine 52 that difers from the strongly conserved leucine normaly found at this position 
(Figure 1C). Substitution of threonine 49 with the consensus leucine is highly stabilizing 
(Figure 2D, DDG°H2O = -2.6 kcal mol-1); moreover, the far-UV CD spectrum of the T49L 
variant is nearly identical to wild-type pp32. The isosteric hydrophobic substitution T49V 
is also stabilizing, although the stability increment (DDG°H2O = -1.8 kcal mol-1) is not as 
large as that for T49L (Table 1), suggesting that the large increase in stability of the T49L 
variant results  both from substitution  of the  hydroxyl  group  with  a  methyl,  as  wel  as 
improved hydrophobic  packing  of the leucine side  chain [29]. Although the  T49L 
substitution significantly stabilizes the pp32 LRR domain, introduction of asparagine at 
position 52 is destabilizing in the T49L as wel as the wild-type pp32 background (Table 
1). 
2.2.3 Assignments of backbone NH and asparagine side-chain NH2 resonances. 
Owing to the unique structural features of asparagine ladders, which involve burial 
and  extensive intramolecular hydrogen  bonding, the  side  chain  NH2 groups  of ladder 
asparagines may  be  expected to  have  unique NMR  signatures, including unusual 
chemical  shifts and 1H chemical  shift  temperature  coeficients,  which  are sensitive to 
hydrogen  bonding, as  wel  as unique relaxation and  exchange properties,  which  are 
sensitive to  dynamics.  Moreover, these  structural features  are likely to  be  sensitive to 
nearby perturbations such as ladder extension and changes in local stability and chemical 
environment. To explore these structural features, we assigned backbone resonances for 
the  stabilizing  T49L  and  C123N  variants,  as  wel  as the  side  chain  asparagine  NH2 
resonances for wild type, T49L, and C123N pp32 variants. 
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The  backbone  of  wild-type  pp32  has  been  assigned  previously  using  standard 
triple-resonance techniques [26]. Like wild-type pp32, the T49L, and C123N variants both 
display wel-dispersed 1H-15N HSQC spectra (Figure S4A),  with most resonances 
overlaying  wel with  wild-type resonances. To  confirm the identities  of overlapping 
resonances  and  assign the resonances that  difer from  wild-type  pp32,  we  colected 
HNCACB, CBCACONH, and HNCO spectra for T49L and C123N. From these spectra 
we were able to assign backbone resonances of 146 (T49L) and 151 (C123N) out of 152 
residues. 
To assign  asparagine  side-chain  NH2 resonances,  we colected CBCGCO and 
NH2-filtered versions  of the 1H-15N HSQC and  HNCO spectra to  connect  backbone 
assignments to  side-chain 15N  nuclei.  The  NH2-filtered 1H-15N HSQC  experiment 
enhances resolution of asparagine and glutamine side chains by filtering out backbone 
amide groups via exploitation of the proton multiplicity of NH2 versus NH groups (Figure 
3A). Similarly, the NH2-filtered HNCO experiment  selectively  corelate  asparagine  and 
glutamine side chain NH2 protons with side chain CO nuclei. These spectra, in conjunction 
with  CBCGCO  spectra,  were  used to assign  side  chains starting  with Cb assignments 
from HNCACB and CBCACONH experiments. Using this approach, we assigned al 14 
asparagines in the T49L variant, and the 15 asparagines in the C123N variant (Figure 
S4B). The  asparagine  side  chain  assignments from  C123N  and  T49L  were readily 
transfered to wild-type pp32, YD, and L69A. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Stereospecific NMR assignment of asparagine NH2 side chain protons













































































Figure 2.3. Stereospecific NMR assignment of asparagine NH2 side chain protons. 
(A) Wild-type pp32 NH2-filtered HSQC spectrum. Ladder side chain NH resonances are 
connected by dashed lines. For N98, only the upfield resonance is resolved, though the 
position of the downfield proton is known from HDX experiments where overlapping peaks 
exchange rapidly (Figure S7). (B) Schematic diagram of an E.COSY cross-peak patern 
with a large positive J(A-X) coupling and a smal positive J(B-X) coupling (brackets). Solid 
circles (black) represent  observed resonances in  which  A/B  nuclei  are  paired  with the 
same  X  spin  state (here,  Xa)  whereas  dashed  circles (grey) represent  unobserved 
resonances in which A/B nuclei are paired with opposite X states (indicated by labels next 
to  peaks).  When J(A-X)  and J(B-X)  coupling  constants  have the  same sign, the line 
connecting the observed resonances has a positive slope, as shown. J(A-X) and J(B-X) 
coupling constants of opposite sign have negative slope. (C) Selections from C123N CgO-
coupled NH2-HSQC E.COSY spectra to  measure  smal 2J(HE/Z-Cg)  values. 2J(HE-Cg) is 
positive (1 to 5 Hz, same as (B) whereas 2J(HZ-Cg) is negative (-1 to -5 Hz), permiting 
the  HZ and  HE resonances to  be  assigned  using the large  positive 1J(Nd2-Cg)  coupling 
constant. For the ladder asparagines 74 and 98, the upfield resonances are displaced 
with  positive  slope (as in  B), identifying these resonances  as  originating from  HE.  The 
downfield resonances are displaced with negative slope, identifying these resonances as 
originating from HZ. For non-ladder asparagine residues such as N122 (right panel), this 
patern is reversed. The ful spectrum is shown in Figure S5. (D) Selections from T49L 
HNCO  E.COSY to  measure  smal 3J(HE/Z-Cb)  values. 3J(HZ-Cb) is  positive (5-10  Hz) 
whereas 3J(HZ-Cb) is close to zero, permiting the HZ and HE resonances to be assigned 
using the large  positive 1J(Cg-Cb)  coupling  constant.  For the ladder  asparagines, 
downfield resonances are displaced with a positive slope, identifying these resonances 
as  originating from  HZ,  whereas  upfield resonances  have  a  vertical  displacement, 
identifying these resonances  as  originating from  HE.  Again, for  non-ladder  asparagine 
side chains (e.g., N122, right panel), this patern is reversed. The ful spectrum shown in 
Figure S5. 
 
In E.COSY experiments a large J(A-X) coupling constant is exploited to accurately 
resolve a smal J(B-X) coupling constant in a system of mutualy J-coupled nuclei, A-X-B. 
Characteristic E.COSY peak paterns arise in A-B corelated 2D spectra in which the X 
nuclei are not decoupled during the experiment, ensuring cross peaks are only observed 
between A and B nuclei with matched X states (e.g., AXa, BXa, but not AXb, BXa, Figure 
3B). We took advantage of relatively large negative 1J(Nd2-Cg) and large positive 1J(Cg-
Cb) to  measure the  smal 2J(HE/Z-Cg)  and 3J(HE/Z-Cb) (Figure 3C  and  D respectively), 
βγ
Figure 2.4. Asparagine side chain proton chemical shifts and chemical shift 
perturbations (CSPs) of backbone amides in pp32 variants relative to WT pp32.
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Hydrogen  bonding  usualy results in large  downfield movements of proton 
chemical shifts [33]. Measurement of the chemical shifts of asparagines 74 and 98 in wild-
type pp32 provides a qualitative estimate of the strength of hydrogen bonding in these 
ladder residues. The inversion of HZ and HE proton chemical shifts results from movement 
of HZ resonances downfield by 0.6 to 1 ppm and HE resonances upfield by 0.4 to1.3 ppm 
(Figure 4A). This inversion suggests strong HZ hydrogen bonding with the i-27 backbone 
carbonyl  group  of the  previous repeat for  both  asparagines and weak HE hydrogen 
bonding to the i-3 CO group. Note that the non-ladder asparagine 94 HE proton is also 
shifted quite far downfield in al sequence backgrounds, consistent with strong hydrogen 
bonding. In the  high-resolution  crystal  structure  of  pp32 (PDB ID:  4XOS), the  HE of 
asparagine 94 makes a 2.8 Å hydrogen bond with a side-chain carboxylate oxygen from 
aspartate 70. 
2.2.4 Chemical shift sensitivities of backbone NH resonances to N- and C-terminal 
structural perturbation. 
Asparagine ladders  provide  a  direct  network  of  hydrogen  bonding from the  N-
terminus to the C-terminus of LRR proteins and may propagate local changes over large 
distances.  To  examine  whether  such  propagation  occurs in  pp32,  we  examined the 
efects of two peripheral mutations (T49L and C123N) on the chemical shifts of nearby 
and distant residues. These variants were chosen because both are stabilizing and both 
maintain structured native states,  based  on  CD  and  NMR  spectroscopy,  and  because 
together they provide  a  comparison  of perturbations from  a  potential ladder-extending 
variant (C123N) with a non-extending variant (T49L). 
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Comparison  of backbone amide  proton chemical  shifts  of the  T49L  and  C123N 
variants to those of wild-type pp32 shows that the C123N substitution causes more distant 
1H-15N  chemical  shift  perturbations (CSPs) than the  T49L variant (Figure 4B). In the 
C123N variant, backbone CSPs extend N-terminaly from the site of the substitution. The 
largest backbone CSPs in C123N are in repeat four, adjacent to the substituted repeat. 
Though the backbone CSPs in repeat three are smaler than in repeat four, they are of 
the same magnitude as those in repeat five, the site of the C123N substitution. The ladder 
asparagines 98 and 74 have the second and third largest backbone CSPs respectively 
(Figure S6A).  Propagation  of  structural  changes from the  C-terminal end  of the 
asparagine ladder (98) to the N-terminal end (74) may be responsible for the large CSPs 
observed far from the substitution site. In contrast, CSPs of the T49L variant are more 
localized to the site of substitution and do not afect the backbone of either asparagine 
ladder residue (Figure S6B). Since both the T49L and C123N substitutions are stabilizing, 
the longer-range perturbations of the C123N substitution, especialy at ladder residues 
74 and 98, may reflect propagation of perturbations through the ladder. 
Given the importance of side chain interactions in the asparagine ladder, CSPs 
resulting from T49L and C123N substitution were also determined for the HE/Z protons of 
al 14 asparagines (Figure S6C). In T49L, ladder side chain CSPs extend C-terminaly, 
decreasing in magnitude with increasing distance from the substitution site (that is, N74 
HZ >> N74 HE > N98 HZ; the chemical shift of the N98 HE is not significantly perturbed). 
These  side-chain  CSPs  extend a ful repeat further than  backbone  CSPs for  T49L. In 
C123N, however, ladder side chain CSPs are significant only for HZ protons, even though 
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asparagine  98  HE is closest to the  substitution  site. Thus, for both  N- and  C-terminal 
substitution (T49L and C123N), the HZ protons are more sensitive to perturbation than 
the HE protons, which may be related to their large downfield chemical shifts, and perhaps 
stronger hydrogen bonding, compared to the HE protons. 
2.2.5 Dynamics of asparagine 74 and asparagine 98 side-chain NH2 groups. 
 One  conspicuous feature  of the  NH2 cross  peaks of the  asparagine ladder 
residues is their low intensities compared to surface asparagine cross peaks (Figure 3A). 
This decreased intensity is seen in al peripheral variants, though interestingly, the NH2 
resonances  of  potential ladder  extending  asparagine  123  are  of  high intensity, 
comparable to solvent-exposed asparagines. Reduced intensity could either result from 
large  amplitude  dynamics  on the  chemical  shift timescale (µs-ms),  or from rapid 
transverse relaxation (large R2 values)  due to both the slow  overal tumbling on the 
nanosecond timescale and a higher local concentration  of  hydrogen spin  density, 
compared to surface asparagine NH2 groups. To resolve these two possibilities and to 
investigate the overal rigidity of the asparagine ladder, we measured 15N spin relaxation 
of the asparagine side chain NH2 groups in pp32 using various NMR experiments that 
probe dynamics on diferent timescales. 
Due to the low  signal intensities  of asparagine  74  and  98  side  chain NH2s, 
conventional relaxation experiments sufered from low signal-to-noise. To increase signal 
intensity, we equilibrated 15N-labeled proteins in a 7 M urea solution containing 50% D2O. 
Under these  conditions,  al  pp32  variants  are  unfolded,  and  undergo rapid  hydrogen 
exchange with solvent. Upon refolding, exchangeable sites should be 50% deuterated on 
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average. For the asparagine side-chain amides, this level of deuteration leads to an equal 
distribution  of the four isotopomers (NH2,  NHZDE,  NHEDZ,  and  ND2).  The singly-
deuterated species have significantly reduced HZ-HE dipole-dipole relaxation compared 
to the NH2 species. Combining an NH-filtered pulse sequence with deuterium-decoupling 
to reduce scalar relaxation of the second kind suppresses signals from the NH2 species. 
Thus, the only cross peaks in this experiment are those of the singly protonated species 
(NHZDE and NHEDZ), which have higher signal-to-noise due to elimination of HZ-HE dipole-
dipole relaxation. Thus, standard pulse sequences can be used to probe 15N dynamics 
(with minimal modifications such as 2H decoupling) while retaining high signal-to-noise. 
To test whether the reduced signal intensities of asparagines 74 and 98 result from 
intermediate  exchange  on the µs-ms timescale we  conducted “two-point” relaxation 
dispersion (RD) constant time (CT) CPMG experiments [34]. In these experiments, two 
spectra  are  acquired  with  CPMG  spin  echoes  applied  with  diferent spacings  over a 
constant time period (T), typicaly 35 to 40 ms in duration. During this period, the NMR 
signal decays according to an apparent relaxation rate R2app = R2 + Rex(v) where R2 is the 
contribution from ps-ns timescale dynamics and Rex(v) is the ms-µs contribution, which 
depends on the time interval between the spin echo pulses. The peak intensity at the end 
of the CT period (T) is given by "($)="'(
)*+
,--
.. In the first spectrum (A) the frequency 
of  spin  echoes is  kept  at the  maximum  value  alowed  by  duty  cycle  considerations, 
minimizing the efects of exchange broadening on signal decay. If exchange contributions 
are completely quenched, R2app = R2. In reality, R2app = R2* ~ R2 where R2* is a best-case 





)*+.. In the  second spectrum (B) the frequency  of  spin 
echoes is minimized, thereby maximizing signal decay from exchange broadenings. In 
this scenario, R2app ~ R2 + Rex where Rex is the ms-µs contribution to the signal decay. As 
a result, "(3)="'(
)(*+4*56)..  From this it folows that  cross-peak intensities  with 
significant Rex contributions wil have lower peak intensities in (B) than in (A). Typicaly, 
I(B)/I(A) ratios < 0.75 are considered to be “candidates” for µs-ms dynamics. Additionaly, 
spectrum  A  can  be  used to  calculate R2* ~ R2, the  exchange-minimized transverse 
relaxation rate, which is sensitive to ps-ns timescale rotational difusion and N-H bond 
vector librational dynamics. 
The two-point experiments did not show any diference in signal intensity between 
the  A  and  B  spectra for  asparagine ladder residues in  any  variant, indicating that the 
asparagine ladder is rigid on the µs-ms timescale. Thus, fast to intermediate exchange 
dynamics of 15N nuclei are unlikely to cause the decreased intensities observed for ladder 
NH2 resonances. Rather, the CPMG experiments reveal that asparagine 74 and 98 side 
chain NH(D) R2* values are among the largest relaxation rates of the asparagine side-
chains in pp32 (Figure 5A). In fact, asparagines 74 and 98 side chains have R2* values 
equal to or greater than most backbone R2* values (Figure 5A, compare black outlined 
points to dashes). This is true for al variants at both 20 and 35 °C, suggesting that the 
side chains of asparagines 74 and 98 have rigidity (and hence, rotational and corelation 
times) comparable to hydrogen-bonded backbone NH groups. In contrast, R2* values for 
the N123 side chain NH(D) groups in the C123N variant are much lower (both at 20 and 
35°C) than for the 74 and 98 side chains.  
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Figure 2.5. Transverse relaxation rates and 1H-15N NOEs for asparagine NHD and 
backbone  NH  groups in  wild-type pp32 and  stabilizing  variants. Circles indicate 
asparagine side-chain NHD values, dashes to the left of circles indicate backbone amide 
values. Experiments  were  performed  at  20 °C  and  35 °C (light  and  dark  colors, 
respectively). Values from N74 and N98 side chains are outlined in black. Samples were 
15N-labeled and fuly exchanged into 50% D2O to improve signal-to-noise of ladder side 
chain resonances. (A) R2* measurements in  wild-type  pp32,  T49L,  and  C123N. R2* 
measurements were determined from two-point CPMG experiments [34] with R2* = -T-
1ln(Imax/I0) where T is the constant CPMG time period used for the experiment, Imax is peak 
intensity with ncpmg set at the maximum value during the T period, and I0 as the reference 
peak intensity. (B) 1H-15N NOE values for wild-type pp32, T49L, and C123N. Although the 
NOE value for the wild-type asparagine 98 HZ appears to exceed the theoretical maximum 
of ~0.85 at 20 °C [35], its value at 35 °C is within the expected range for a protein of this 
size. Conditions:  20  mM  NaPO4,  50  mM  NaCl,  and  0.1  mM  TCEP,  pH  6.8 (after 
accounting for D2O). 
 
To explore rigidity and dynamics on a faster timescale, we measured 1H-15N NOEs 
for  wild-type  pp32  and the  T49L  and  C123N  variants,  again  using  50%  deuterated 
samples. Al ladder asparagines NH(D) groups have 1H-15N NOE values of approximately 
one. In  contrast,  non-ladder  asparagine  NH(D)s span  a  broad range  of 1H-15N  NOE 
values with an average of 0.29. As with R2* values, the 1H-15N NOE values of asparagine 
74 and 98 protons are similar to values for rigid backbone amides (Figure 5B, compare 



















2.2.6 Temperature coeficients of asparagine 74 and asparagine 98 side chain NH2 
groups. 
The  dynamics  experiments  above  confirm the ladder is rigidly  structured, 
consistent with formation of strong hydrogen bonds. Strong hydrogen bonding involving 
the asparagine ladder HZ protons is also suggested from the chemical shift values. To 
further  probe the  hydrogen  bond  strength  of the  asparagine ladder  side  chains, we 
measured the magnitude  of the change in proton  chemical  shifts with increasing 
temperature (so-caled "temperature coeficients", DdNH/DT) for al asparagine side chain 
NH2 groups for wild-type pp32, T49L, L69A, C123N, and YD (Figure 6). DdNH/DT values 
can be used to identify intramolecular hydrogen bonding [36] and have been shown to 
corelate with hydrogen bond length [37]–[39] and local unfolding [40]. Amides engaged 
in intramolecular hydrogen bonds have DdNH/DT values greater (i.e., less negative) than -
4.5 ppb K-1 [41];  within this range, short strong hydrogen  bonds tend to have more 
negative DdNH/DT values [39]. 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Temperature coeficients for asparagine side chains in wild-type pp32 


























larger than those of HZ, with the former showing positive DdNH/DT values. This positive 
DdNH/DT value  suggests that the  hydrogen  bond involving asparagine 98 HE is  weak, 
consistent  with its  measured 1H  chemical  shift. In contrast, the asparagine  98  HZs 
(measured only for  C123N  and  T49L  variants) are  among the  most negative ladder 
DdNH/DT values, suggesting that the  hydrogen  bond involving asparagine 98  HZ is 
unusualy strong, consistent with its measured 1H chemical shift. 
2.2.7 Hydrogen exchange of asparagine ladder NH2 groups. 
 Chemical shift values, dynamics, and temperature coeficients provide convincing 
evidence for the  existence  of  a rigid network  of  bonds connecting the  side-chains  of 
asparagines  74  and  98, but they do not  provide estimates for the  stability  of the 
asparagine ladder structure. The rates of  hydrogen  exchange  of  amide  groups  with 
solvent are influenced  by the stability  of  hydrogen-bonds involving  amide  NH  groups, 
since exchange requires disruption of intramolecular hydrogen bonding [42]. Thus, NH 
groups that  are  strongly  hydrogen  bonded exchange  slowly. For  particularly  stable 
hydrogen  bonds,  exchange rates  may  decrease to the limit set  by  global  stability. 
Although global protection from exchange is often observed for a subset of backbone NH 
groups that  are  buried  and  stably  hydrogen  bonded into  secondary  structures, large 
protection factors are not typicaly seen for labile side-chain protons [43]. 
To probe the local  stability  of the asparagine ladder,  we monitored  hydrogen-
deuterium exchange rates (HDX) by rapidly changing the solvent from H2O to D2O, and 
colecting 1H-15N HSQC spectra over time (Figure 7). The  NH2-filtered  HSQC pulse 
sequence  was  used to reduce  spectral  overlap  between  asparagine  74  and  98  NH2 
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groups and backbone amides. As a result, exchange curves report on the decay of the 
NH2 isotopomer to  either the  NHEDZ or the  NDEHZ isotopomer. Therefore, the fited 
exchange rate constant is the sum of the individual HE and HZ exchange rate constants, 
and can be regarded as an upper limit for exchange. If one hydrogen exchanges faster 
than the other, the rate constant approximates the fast exchange process, whereas if the 
two  protons  exchange  at the  same rate, the fited rate  constant is twice the individual 
exchange rate constants. 
In the first spectrum obtained after exchange is initiated (25 to 90 minutes), al of 
the solvent-exposed asparagines have fuly exchanged, leaving only cross peaks for N74 
and N98 NH2 groups (Figure S7, note that rapid exchange during sample preparation is 
also observed for the potential ladder extending asparagine 123 in the C123N variant). 
The side-chain NH2 protons of asparagine 74 are highly protected, with lifetimes ranging 
from hours to days depending on the variant (Figure 7A). The side-chain NH2 protons of 
asparagine 98 are even more protected than those of asparagine 74, with lifetimes up to 
two months for the most stable variants (Figure 7B). The exchange rates of asparagine 
74  and  98  are  several  orders  of  magnitude  smaler than those  measured for  solvent 
exposed asparagines [43].  
Figure 2.7. Side-chain hydrogen exchange data and protection factors for N74 and 






















































































































HE exchange rates in model compounds [44] and with an EX2 exchange process. The 
asparagine 98 HE and HZ exchange at nearly the same rate, which may be an indication 
that for this  highly  protected  group,  exchange  has  some  EX1  character. The  overal 
slower rates of exchange determined from the unfiltered versus filtered HSQC spectra is 
likely to result from the lower temperature of the former (20 °C versus 30 °C). 
 
Table 2. Hydrogen exchange rates for ladder asparagine side chains in pp32 variants. 
Variant 
Asparagine 74 Asparagine 98 
NH2a HZb HEb NH2a HZb HEb 
wild-type 41.7 ± 1.7 x 10-6 3.0 ± 0.3 x 10-6 7.7 ± 1.3 x 10-6  2.7 ± 0.1 x 10-6 1.4 ± 0.2 x 10-7 1.2 ± 0.2 x 10-7 
T49L  4.3 ± 0.1 x 10-6 – –  2.3 ± 0.1 x 10-7 – – 
L69Ac  845 ± 92 x 10-6 – – 301 ± 58 x 10-6 – – 
C123N 12.4 ± 0.2 x 10-6 – –  2.3 ± 0.1 x 10-7 – – 
YDc   38 ± 9 x 10-6 – –  17 ± 8 x 10-6 – – 
Units for hydrogen exchange rate constants are s-1. Uncertainties estimates are from the square-root of the 
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix obtained from nonlinear least-squares fiting. aHydrogen exchange 
rates were measured from NH2 filtered HSQC spectra at 30 °C with 150 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM 
TCEP, pH 6.8 (after corecting for D2O). bHydrogen exchange rates were calculated using unfiltered HSQC 
spectra from [21] colected at 20 °C with 20 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM TCEP, pH 6.7 
(after corecting for D2O). cOnly partial decay curves were obtained due to rapid exchange; thus, uncertainties 
in rate constants are comparatively large. 
 
 To determine whether exchange of the asparagine ladder NH2 protons requires 
complete  unfolding for exchange,  we computed local  stabilities from protection factors 
(PFs) and compared these  values to unfolding free  energies measured from  urea 
denaturation  experiments. The ladder  extending (C123N)  and peripheral substitutions 
(T49L, L69A, YD) were used to modulate global stability, and potentialy alter hydrogen 
exchange rates. For asparagine 74, local stabilities estimated from hydrogen exchange 
measurements  are lower than the  global  stability limit for  each  variant,  particularly for 
variants with increased global stability (C123N and T49L; Figure 7C). This suggests that 
exchange  of the  N74  side-chain  NH2s involves  a  sub-global  mechanism,  although the 
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partial corelation to global unfolding free energies indicates that the exchange-competent 
forms are influenced to  some  degree  by overal  stability. In  contrast, local  stabilities 
estimated from  asparagine  98  hydrogen  exchange rates  are  close to  values  expected 
from global exchange (Figure 7D) over a broad range of global stabilities. Only the most 
highly stable T49L variant fals of the unit slope line, exchanging with a rate that is roughly 
equivalent to that of the C123N variant despite being 1.6 kcal mol-1 more stable. These 
very slow hydrogen exchange rates are consistent with strong hydrogen bonding for both 
ladder asparagine sidechains, especialy that of asparagine 98. 
 
2.3 Discussion 
The  asparagine ladder is  a  highly  conserved feature  of  many LRR  proteins.  Despite 
conjecture  about the importance  of the ladder to  LRR  proteins [23], few studies  have 
directly probed the role of the asparagine ladder in LRR protein structure and stability. 
The unique properties shared by asparagine 74 and 98 (i.e. inverted HE and HZ chemical 
shift, large  protection factors, large  contributions to DG°H2O,  etc.)  derive from their 
chemical  environment,  which  crystal  structures  show to be common  among ladder 
asparagines  across the  LRR family [22], [23], [45].  Thus, it is likely that the features 
observed in the short asparagine ladder of pp32 are representative of residues in longer 
ladders like those  of  YopM. The  present study  shows the  asparagine ladder is  a  key 
component  of  LRR  structure that forms  a rigid network  of  hydrogen  bonds  providing 
repeat-to-repeat coupling. 
2.3.1 Asparagine ladder hydrogen bonds. 
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Crystal structures have shown that asparagine ladder side chains form hydrogen 
bonds with local backbone atoms [23]. The urea-induced unfolding transitions measured 
here  provide  compeling experimental  evidence that these  hydrogen  bonds contribute 
favorably to stability (Figure 2). Substitution of either ladder residue increases the folding 
free energy of pp32 by about 4.5 kcal mol-1 compared to wild-type pp32, Table 1. Ladder 
asparagine side chains also behave like structured backbone amides in NMR relaxation 
experiments (Figure  5).  Additionaly, ladder  side  chains  are  highly  protected from 
hydrogen exchange (Figure 6). To our knowledge, the only comparable level of protection 
of exchangeable side chains are asparagines 43 and 44 of BPTI [46]. However, unlike 
the ladder  asparagine  98 in  pp32, the protected asparagines in  BPTI exchange  more 
rapidly than the global exchange limit, based on the stability of BPTI [47]. Given these 
data, it is clear that ladder side chains form stable interactions integral to the LRR motif. 
 The high degree  of  protection  of asparagine ladder NH2 groups from  hydrogen 
exchange  demonstrates that these  groups are completely  sequestered from solvent. 
Thus, variations in the temperature  coeficients (DdNH/DT values) of ladder  NH2 proton 
resonances result from changes in the native protein structure. The asparagine 98 HE and 
HZ DdNH/DT values are particularly notable given their opposite signs compared to surface 
exposed asparagines, with HE protons showing positive DdNH/DT values (Figure 6). The 
large diference between in DdNH/DT values for the HE and HZ protons of asparagine 98 
suggests diferent levels of hydrogen bonding for the HE and HZ proton. 
As  with DdNH/DT values, the  HE and  HZ protons  of asparagine  98 also  difer 
significantly in their proton  chemical  shifts,  which  are  not  only inverted compared to 
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unstructured asparagine NH2 groups but are significantly separated from each other (by 
about 1.35  ppm in the proton dimension,  Figure  4A). The  downfield  shifts in the  HZ 
asparagine 98 protons  and the  upfield  shifts  of the  HE protons relative to  surface 
asparagines  suggests  an  asymmetric  degree  of  hydrogen  bonding  by the ladder  side-
chains, in which the HZ hydrogen forms a strong hydrogen bond to the previous repeat, 
whereas the HE proton hydrogen bonds weakly. This is supported by the DdNH/DT values, 
which shows that the asparagine 98 HZ is more negative than that of HE consistent with 
a shorter HZ hydrogen bond [38]. 
Though the HE/HZ chemical shift diferences for asparagine 74 are similar to those 
for asparagine 98, they are less pronounced, consistent with the overlapping distribution 
of DdNH/DT values for the HZ and HE resonances of asparagine 74. Interestingly, the T49L 
variant is exceptional in this regard, showing an HZ/HE proton chemical shift separation 
(1.380  ppm) that is similar to those for asparagine  98 (~1.48  ppm); likewise, the 
asparagine 74 HE DdNH/DT value in the T49L variant is larger than that of HZ. It is possible 
that the strongly stabilizing T49L substitution strengthens the asparagine 74 HZ hydrogen 
bond to the  backbone  CO  group  of residue  49 (the  site  of the  substitution)  so that it 
resembles that of asparagine 98. 
The unique spectroscopic features of asparagine 98 (in particular, chemical shifts, 
DdNH/DT values), and the convergence of asparagine 74 to these features in a variant in 
which the  donor residue to the  asparagine  74  HZ is  substituted to the  consensus 
sequence (Figure S1) suggest an archetypal LRR ladder bonding patern in which the 
inter-repeat HZ hydrogen bond is strong, and the intra-repeat HE hydrogen bond is weak. 
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This  patern  of  bonding is  consistent with the absence of a  detectable isotope  efect 
between asparagine 74 HE and asparagine 98 HZ despite their sharing a hydrogen bond 
acceptor (Figure 1A). Such isotope efects have been observed between hydrogen bond 
pairs to a single acceptor [48], [49]; the absence of such an efect here, along with the 
upfield chemical shift of HE, is consistent with a weak HE hydrogen bond. 
2.3.2 Asparagine ladder structural features. 
Above, we described the evidence for the asparagine ladder’s formation of stable 
hydrogen bonds. As a result, the highly structured side chains likely experience increased 
dipolar relaxation from  other  nearby  structured  protons,  which  would  explain  why the 
ladder HE/Z protons have low signal intensity. High-resolution structures of pp32 show that 
asparagine 74 and 98 HE/Z are indeed surounded by a larger number of ordered protons 
than non-ladder asparagines (Figure S9A). In addition, backbone amide signal intensity 
is inversely corelated with the number of interproton contacts (Figure S9B). Since the 
ladder  side  chains  seem to  behave like the  structured  backbone  amides, we  view the 
asparagine ladder as a "second backbone", providing a hydrogen bonding network that 
extends through the hydrophobic core. In large LRR proteins such as YopM, extended 
asparagine ladders may provide coupling over long distances, and may contribute to the 
high degree of cooperativity seen in those proteins [20], [50]. 
 The importance of this second backbone to the LRR motif is exemplified by the 
far-UV CD spectra of wild-type pp32 and ladder substituting variants (Figure 2A). These 
variants show progressively larger disruptions in native secondary structure as one and 
then  both  asparagines  are  substituted. YopM,  another  LRR protein,  shows  similar 
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changes in its far-UV CD spectrum after deletion of stabilizing repeats, which results from 
unfolding of multiple repeats that are adjacent to the site of deletion [51]. These partial 
unfolding transitions  highlight the importance  of interfaces in  stabilizing leucine-rich 
repeats.  The  pp32  data extends this  observation,  showing that  only the  conserved 
asparagine  need  be removed to  elicit  a  similar  disruption in  secondary  structure.  This 
suggests that the asparagine ladder is a major contributor to LRR interfaces, which are 
integral to LRR secondary structure. 
 Despite the demonstrated importance of the asparagine ladder to LRR structure, 
ladder-extending substitutions were either destabilizing (S27N, V52N; Figure S3) or only 
marginaly  stabilizing (C123N,  Figure  2D). For C123N, the  substituted  asparagine  has 
smal R2*, undergoes rapid hydrogen exchange (Figures 5A and 6), is highly dynamic on 
the ps-ns timescale (Figure 5B), and lacks strong NOEs to protons expected to be in close 
proximity (data not  shown), features  more  similar to the  solvent-exposed  asparagines 
than to ladder  asparagines  74  and  98. The inability to extend the ladder to  adjacent 
repeats highlights the importance  of  sequence  context for the ladder architecture. It 
appears that LRRs lacking an asparagine at the ladder position have additional sequence 
diferences that stabilize the non-asparagine residue (e.g., valine 52 in pp32), and that 
these sequence  diferences are incompatible  with  an  asparagine. However,  multiple 
sequence alignments of tandem LRRs show litle pairwise covariance between the ladder 
position  and  other  positions, suggesting that  any  such covariance involves  multiple 
positions. 
2.3.3 The asparagine ladder and cooperativity. 
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As  a result  of the  asparagine ladder’s role  at repeat interfaces, it is likely to 
contribute to cooperativity during protein folding. The chemical denaturation of the N98A 
variant  of  pp32  supports this  hypothesis,  showing  a  significantly  shalower  unfolding 
transition than wild-type pp32 while retaining native-like structure. This behavior difers 
from that of pp32  variants that replace the conserved leucine residues that  define the 
LRR  motif.  Previous  studies have  shown that substitutions to  conserved leucines  are 
similarly  destabilizing  but  do  not  afect  cooperativity [20], [21].  Coupling is  also 
demonstrated in the  non-additivity  of DG°H2O values for the asparagine ladder 
substitutions. Substituting either ladder asparagine is strongly destabilizing (DDG°H2O ≈ 
+3.5 kcal mol-1), but substitution of the second ladder asparagine is modestly stabilizing 
(DDG°H2O ≈ -0.4 kcal mol-1 relative to the  single  variant).  This indicates an  energetic 
coupling between the two  positions [52], [53] of  around -5  kcal mol-1; in  other  words, 
ladder asparagines are stabilized by their neighboring asparagines by 5 kcal mol-1. Since 
individual  LRRs  are likely  unfolded [54], [55], the  coupling  provided  by the  asparagine 
ladder is important for LRR protein folding.  
 Although the double mutant cycles reveal coupling between ladder asparagines, 
they do not reveal how coupling is achieved. A possible mechanism is suggested from 
the  patern  of  CSPs in the  stabilizing  pp32  variant  C123N. This  substitution  produces 
significant CSPs for asparagine 74 backbone NH and side chain HZ despite their distance 
from the substitution site (> 9 Å). Since asparagine 98 directly contacts the substituted 
residue 123, residue 74 CSPs may be transmited through structural rearangements of 
asparagine 98. This would imply the asparagine ladder residues can propagate structural 
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changes between adjacent ladder positions. In addition to the hydrogen bonds between 
the asparagine side chain NH2 and backbone carbonyl oxygens at positions i-27 and i-3, 
a second possible conduit for propagation is hydrogen bonding between the backbone 
amide of the ladder residue in repeat i-1 and the ladder side chain Od1 in repeat i (Figure 
1A). Perhaps the modest sensitivity of the HE chemical shift to substitution is related to 
the comparatively weak hydrogen bond involving the HE proton. Smal structural changes 
would result in large  chemical  shift  changes for the  strongly  hydrogen  bonded HZ 
(consistent with large negative DdNH/DT values) but smal chemical shift changes for the 
weakly bonded HE proton. This explanation is consistent with the observation that the HZ 
CSP resulting from C123N substitution is in the upfield direction (Figure S6). 
 
2.4 Materials and Methods 
2.4.1 Protein Cloning, Expression, and Purification. 
Protein expression and purification were performed as described in [26]. Mutated 
versions of the pp32 gene were generated using the Quikchange mutagenesis kit (Agilent 
Technologies).  For 15N (and 13C)  NMR  samples,  bacteria  were  grown in  M9  minimal 
media supplemented with 15NH4Cl (and 13C glucose). Protein preparation was performed 
as described in [26]. NMR samples were dialyzed into 20 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 
mM TCEP, pH 6.8 prior to data acquisition.  
For side chain dynamics and E.COSY experiments, labeled protein was partialy 
deuterated by unfolding in 50% 2H denaturant bufer (8 M Urea, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM 
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TCEP, 20 mM NaPO4 pH 6.8 (after adjustment for deuterium) for at least 30 minutes to 
alow for complete exchange. 50% 2H refolding bufer (50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, 20 
mM  NaPO4 pH  6.8 (after  adjustment for  deuterium)  was then  added to  denatured 
samples to refold the protein and samples were concentrated using filtration columns (GE 
Healthcare). Residual denaturant was removed with a spin column [56]. 
2.4.2 Circular dichroism spectra and equilibrium unfolding. 
 Al CD experiments were performed on an Aviv Model 400 CD spectropolarimeter 
using a computer-controled Hamilton Microlab syringe titrator with samples in CD bufer 
(20  mM  NaPO4,  150  mM  NaCl,  0.1  mM  TCEP,  pH  7.8)  at  20 °C.  CD  spectra  were 
colected  with  5  second  signal  averaging  every  nm from  280 to  200  nm;  protein 
concentrations  were  30 to  50 µM in  a  0.1  cm  path-length  quartz  cuvete.  Equilibrium 
unfolding experiments were monitored at 220 nm using a 5-minute equilibration time and 
30 second signal averaging; protein concentrations were 3-5 µM in a 1 cm path length 
quartz cuvete. Urea (VWR Life Sciences) used for denaturation studies was deionized 
using  a  mixed-bed resin (BioRad) immediately  prior to  use;  urea  concentrations  were 
determined using refractometry [57].  Two-state  analysis  of  equilibrium  unfolding 
experiments was performed as described in [58]. Erors in thermodynamic parameters 
from equilibrium unfolding experiments are from three independent experiments. 
2.4.3 NMR spectroscopy. 
Backbone resonances of wild-type and variant pp32 proteins were assigned as in 
[26] using a Bruker Avance I 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. Triple-
resonance  experiments (HNCA,  HNCACB,  CBCA(CO)NH,  HNCO, 15N-edited 1H-1H 
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NOESY) along with wild-type pp32 assignments [26] were used to assign variant proteins. 
Assignments were made using the CARA program [59]. 
Side-chain  assignments  were  determined  using  NH2-filtered  HSQC,  CBCGCO 
[60],  and  CO-coupled NH2-HSQC/HNCO  E.COSY  experiments [31], [32], [61].  Side 
chain  Cg assignments  were  made  using  CBCGCO  spectra in  conjunction  with  Cb 
assignments from backbone triple resonance experiments. Asparagine Cg assignments 
were then linked to  side  chain  HE/Z proton  pairs  with  an  NH2-filtered 1H-13C  HSQC. 
Stereospecific assignments of asparagine HE and HZ resonances were determined from 
J-coupling values measured in E.COSY experiments (see Results) and were confirmed 
using  proton-proton  NOEs.  Al  side  chain  assignments  were  made  using  Sparky [62]. 
Wild-type (except for  stereospecific  assignments),  Y131F/D146L (YD),  and  L69A  side 
chain assignments were infered by comparison with C123N, and T49L spectra. 
 Chemical  shift  perturbations (CSPs)  were  calculated  as the  weighted  Euclidean 
distance between wild-type and variant chemical shifts (dH/NWT, dH/NVar) using the equation 
(1)  
where 0.14 is a weighting factor to normalize dN to dH [40]. 
15N transverse relaxation rates with atenuated exchange contributions (R2*) were 
determined  using  2D  constant-time (CT)  CPMG  experiments [34].  For two-point 
relaxation dispersion experiments ncpmg was set to 200 Hz (ncpmg = 1/4 tcp, tcp = 1.25 ms) 
or 1 kHz (tcp = 250 µs) to observe relaxation with maximal and minimal efects of chemical 










exchange-minimized relaxation  of  backbone  and  side-chain  amides  on the  ps-ns 
timescale, with R2* values calculated using eq 1 from [34]. 
1H-15N NOE experiments were performed using the pulse sequence in [63]. The 
ratio between spectra with and without 1H saturation was used to determine 1H-15N NOE 
efects. 
2.4.4 Temperature coeficients. 
Chemical shift values used to determine temperature coeficients for wild-type and 
al peripheral variants were obtained from 1H, 15N-HSQC spectra using a Bruker Avance 
600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. Additional chemical shift data for the 
T49L variant was obtained from TROSY spectra of an 15N-labeled, 50% 2H T49L sample 
using a Varian 800 MHz spectrometer equipped with a room temperature triple-resonance 
probe.  HSQC  spectra  were  colected  at  10,  15,  20,  and  30 °C;  TROSY  spectra  were 
colected  at  5 °C intervals from  10 to  35 °C.  Peak  assignments for  each  variant  were 
determined by referencing NH2 peaks from the 20 °C spectrum to the NH2 assignments 
of  wild-type,  C123N,  and  T49L  pp32;  peaks  could then  be tracked  by  overlaying  al 
spectra from the temperature series. Chemical shifts for resolvable amides were fit to a 
linear model. Amides that were unresolved at any temperature were excluded from the 
analysis. 
2.4.5 Hydrogen exchange of asparagine side-chain NH2 groups. 
Hydrogen exchange rates from side-chain amides were measured using two types 
of  experiments.  To  obtain  an  overal  exchange rates for  wild-type  and  variant  pp32 
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constructs, we used NH2-filtered HSQC experiments. This approach has the advantage 
that it  suppresses  slow-exchanging resonances from  amide  NH  groups.  In this 
experiment, decrease in NH2 signal intensity results from exchange of either the HZ or the 
HE with a deuteron. As such, the apparent rate constant is the sum of the exchange rate 
constants for the HZ and HE protons. In addition, we used unfiltered 1H-15N HSQC spectra 
from the backbone hydrogen exchange studies of Dao et al [35] to resolve the exchange 
rates of the HE and HZ protons for wild-type pp32. 
For the  NH2-filtered  exchange  measurements,  exchange  was initiated as 
described in [21]. A spin column was packed with 2 mL of pre-swolen G-25 fine Sephadex 
(GE Healthcare) and was washed three times with 2 mL water folowed by three 2 mL 
washes with hydrogen exchange bufer (150 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, 
100% D2O, pH 6.8 (after accounting for D2O). Samples were applied to the equilibrated 
column, colected by centrifugation, and were immediately placed into a Bruker Avance 
600  MHz  spectrometer  at  30 °C.  NH2-filtered  HSQC  spectra  were recorded  every  30 
minutes for up to 4 hours. After 4 hours, spectra were recorded at longer intervals (hours 
or days); samples were immersed in a 30 °C water bath in between spectra.  
Exchange rates for  NHD  species  were  obtained from  data  colected in [21]. 
Assignments  were  made  by  comparison to the  wild-type  NH2-filtered  HSQC  spectrum 
determined in the present study. Since there is substantial overlap between the NH2 and 
NHD peaks for both HZ and HE protons, peak heights were obtained by fiting cross peaks 
using a single two-dimensional lorentzian functions. The quality of fits was determined by 
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visual inspection  of  1D  slices in the 1H  and 15N  dimensions;  when fiting  with  a  single 
lorentzian results in systematic residuals, a second lorentizan was included in the fit. 
The  decay  of  NH2-filtered  NH2 peak  heights  during  hydrogen  exchange 
experiments was fited with a single-exponential decay using the equation 
(2) "(7)=/()8569+3 
where I(t) is the  peak  height  at time t, A is the initial  peak  height (at t  =  0)  above the 
baseline B at t = 0, and kex is the rate constant for exchange. The build-up and subsequent 
decay  of  unfiltered  asparagine  74 (NDE)HZ peak  heights  was fited  with the  double 
exponential eq 3 below. The build-up of unfiltered asparagine 98 (NDE)HZ and (NDZ)HE 





where IZ(t) and IE(t) are the  peak  heights for the (NDE)HZ and (NDZ)HE isotopomers 
respectively, BCD,E@ and BCD,E> are the rate constants for hydrogen exchange of HE and HZ 
respectively  and  are  shared  globaly  during the fit,  and AZ and AE are the initial  peak 
heights  of the (NHE)HZ and (NHZ)HE isotopomers  above the  baselines BZ and BE, 





where ki is the intrinsic exchange rate constant for an asparagine side chain and kex is a 
fited rate constant from eqs 2, 3, or 3 and 4. The ki value was determined from a linear 
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fit of the temperature dependence of rate constants for asparagine side chain exchange 
from previous studies. [44], [64], [65]. To account for potential sample degradation and 
spectrometer drift over the long exchange times of the wild-type and stabilizing variants 
(T49L  and  C123N),  peak  heights  were  normalized  against  non-exchangeable  methyl 
peaks over the course of the experiment. For rapidly exchanging variants (L69A and YD, 
< 24 hours), normalization was not necessary. 
 For hydrogen exchange measurements on asparagine 74 in the L69A variant, we 
were only able to measure a few spectra before the NH2 signal intensity decayed to the 
baseline. Thus, we fixed the A parameter from eq 2 due to a lack of data in the decay 
portion of the  curve. A was fixed  at the  average  value from the  other  asparagine  74 
hydrogen exchange experiments.  
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2.5 Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure S2.1. Sequence conservation in the LRR protein family. (A) HMM logo [66] for 
LRR_TYP and LRR families from the SMART database [67]. A starting set of 428,451 
LRR sequences from the UniProt, Ensembl, or STRING databases was culed to retain 
sequences from the typical LRR subfamily (to which pp32 LRRs best align) by selecting 
for repeats from animals or fungi that were between 20 and 27 residues in length [19]. 
Using  CD-Hit [68],  sequences  with  greater than  80% identity  were removed  and the 
remaining  sequences  were  aligned  using  MAFFT [69] with the  gap  opening  and 
elongation  penalties  maximized.  Occupancies (the fraction  of  sequences  with  gaps  at 
position i; Oi) are tabulated beneath each leter stack. Positions with occupancies less 
than  50%  are  not  shown.  The  decrease in  occupancy for  N- and  C-terminal  positions 






















Figure S2.2. Urea-induced unfolding of Asn ladder and peripheral variants of pp32. 
Urea melts of asparagine ladder variants depicted as in Figure 1B, D. Transitions were 
monitored by CD at 220 nm and were fited using a two-state model (curves). Data are 
reported in units  of  normalized  elipticity for  asparagine ladder  substitutions (A)  and 
peripheral  variants (B)  by  seting the  highest  and lowest  CD  values to  one  and  zero 
respectively, and scaling al other points to these two limits. Conditions: ~3-5 µM protein, 


























































Figure S2.3. Urea-induced unfolding of Asn ladder extending and T49 substitutions 
in  pp32. Urea  denaturation  of  wild-type (dashed  gray),  N-terminal  asparagine ladder 
extending substitutions (S27N, solid black; V52N, dashed black), C-terminal asparagine 
ladder  extending  substitutions (C123N,  orange),  and  T49  substitutions (T49L,  purple; 
T49V, dashed purple). Transitions were monitored by CD at 220 nm and were fited using 
a two-state model (curves). Data and curves are transformed to (A) fraction folded using 
fited baseline parameters or (B) normalized elipticity by seting the highest and lowest 
CD values to one and zero respectively, and scaling al other points to these two limits 
(B). Conditions: ~3-5 µM protein, 20 mM NaPO4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, pH 7.8, 

























































Figure  S2.4.  Backbone  NH  and  NH2-filtered  HSQC  spectra  of  pp32  variants. (A) 
Overlay of 1H-15N HSQC spectra for select pp32 variants (wild-type, gray; C123N, orange; 
T49L, purple). Assignments are shown for the T49L variant, as this protein had the largest 
number of assignable resonances. (B) Overlay of NH2-filtered HSQC spectra colored and 
labeled as in (A). The new N123 peak in the C123N variant is indicated with an orange 
dashed line and label. Conditions: ~600-800 µM protein, 10% D2O, 20 mM NaPO4, 50 
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Figure S2.5. Ful HNCO E.COSY spectra from T49L and C123N variants. (A) The NH2 
region of the HNCO E.COSY spectrum of the T49L variant of pp32. In this experiment, 
Cb spin states are not perturbed; therefore, cross peaks in w1 and w2 couple to the same 
Cb spin state (i.e., Cg Cba and HE/Z Cba). The large positive 1J(Cb-Cg) coupling alows the 
smal 3J(HZ-Cb) (5-10  Hz)  and 3J(HE-Cb) (efectively  0  Hz) to  be  determined, thereby 
assigning the asparagine HZ and HE protons. Resolved asparagine side chain peaks are 
labeled;  unlabeled  peaks  are residual  signals from  backbone  amides. (B)  Ful  CgO-
coupled NH2-HSQC E.COSY for the C123N variant of pp32. As in (A), the Cg spin states 
are unperturbed. The large 1J(Nd2-Cg) alows the smal positive 2J(HE-Cg) (~1-5 Hz) and 
negative 2J(HZ-Cg) (~ -1 to -5 Hz) to be determined, thereby assigning the asparagine HZ 
and  HE protons.  Nu  =  upfield 15N  doublet  peak,  Nd  =  downfield 15N  doublet  peak. 
Conditions: ~600 µM protein, 50% D2O, 20 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, pH 












































































































































































Figure S2.6. Backbone amide and asparagine side chain chemical shift 


























Figure S2.7. NH2-filtered HSQC spectra for partly exchanged samples of wild-type 
pp32 and variants. (A) NH2-filtered HSQC spectra from the first hydrogen exchange time 
point for wild-type pp32 and variants. Peaks are folded in the 15N dimension as a result 
of a decreased spectral width to shorten data acquisition time. Colors are as in Figure 2; 
dashed lines connect N74 resonances, solid lines connect N98 resonances. L69A peaks 
are from a hydrogen exchange experiment at 20°C with reduced background noise (see 
B below for 30°C experiment). (B) NH2-filtered HSQC spectra from hydrogen exchange 
first time  point for  L69A  at  30°C.  Assignments  of the  N74 resonances  of  L69A  were 
coroborated  by  comparison to  an  NH2-filtered 1H-15N  HSQC  spectrum  with  a  higher 
signal-to-noise ratio. Conditions: ~800 µM protein, 100% D2O, 150 mM NaPO4, 50 mM 
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Figure S2.8. Hydrogen exchange of ladder asparagine side chains from unfiltered 
1H-15N  HSQC  spectra. (A) Unfiltered 1H-15N  HSQC  spectra  of  wild-type  pp32  after  18 
(top) and 386 hours (botom). NH2 and NHD peaks are resolved by a slight shift of the 
NHD species to lower frequency in the 15N dimension. (B) N74 (NDE)HZ peak intensity as 
a function  of  exchange time for  wild-type  pp32, fited  with  eq  3 (solid  curve). (C)  N98 
(NDE)HZ (filed circles) and (NDZ)HE (empty circles) peak height as a function of exchange 
time for wild-type pp32 globaly fited with eqs 3 and 4 (solid and dashed curves). Unlike 
N74 (B), the individual exchange profiles for the N98 NHD species only show the build-
up phase due to the slow exchange at N98. However, the (NDZ)HE and (NDE)HZ build-
ups report  on  diferent rate  constants (kex,HE and  kex,HZ, respectively),  alowing  both 
constants to be determined accurately from the 2000 hour exchange profile. Conditions: 
800 µM protein, 100% D2O, 20 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM TCEP, 20 °C, pH 6.7 
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Figure S2.9. Correlation between interproton contacts and 1H-15N HSQC peak 
heights.
I(x) = 
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CHAPTER 3 – Single repeat resolution of a consensus LRR protein using a nearest-
neighbor model.  
3.1 Introduction 
 Studying how constelations of interacting residues contribute to the phenomenon 
of cooperative folding in proteins remains chalenging. In globular proteins, residues form 
contacts  across  a  wide  spectrum  of  primary  sequence  distances.  These long-range 
contacts  make it  dificult to  break  globular  proteins into their individual  structural 
components [1]. Powerful techniques such as hydrogen exchange monitored via NMR or 
mass spectrometry [2] address these issues by resolving protection of individual amides. 
However, hydrogen exchange techniques are limited by proton exchange behavior and 
the  natural folding  path  of the  protein. If  a  proton  does  not  exchange in  an  EX2 
mechanism, the rate of exchange cannot be converted into a DG̊. Likewise, if a domain 
does not fold first in a multi-domain protein, then its measured stability wil always reflect 
its interaction with its environment as wel as its intrinsic stability. These problems are not 
insurmountable  but they  can  complicate  studies trying to isolate the  contributions  of 
individual domains. 
To break a protein into individual domains and measure the stability and coupling 
between the domains, the protein must be simplified. One way to achieve this is to reduce 
the  complexity  of the  contacts.  Repeat  proteins  have fewer long-range  contacts than 
globular proteins and are composed of arays of repeats with near-identical secondary 
structure and high sequence similarity [1]. The modular nature of repeat proteins makes 
it easier to isolate particular structural features. In addition to the simplicity of their contact 
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order, repeat proteins are also amenable to consensus design [3]. The ability to convert 
heterogeneous arays of protein repeats into homogenous ones has resulted in detailed 
analyses  of  a  number  of  consensus repeat  proteins [4]–[9].  These  analyses  have 
explored a range of complex biological phenomena including folding pathways [10], polar 
networks [11], and fractured interfaces [7]. 
 Of particular relevance to this thesis is a study of consensus LRR (cLRR) arays 
[9].  This  study is the  only to  date in  which the folding thermodynamics  of  a b-sheet-
containing repeat aray has been characterized and analyzed using a nearest-neighbor 
model.  Nearest-neighbor  analysis  of  cLRR  constructs revealed that the interfaces 
between cLRR repeats are the most favorable of any consensus protein studied in our 
lab [9].  The  novelty  of this  study likely results from the  dificulty in creating a  soluble, 
foldable b-sheet repeat aray. In [9], several diferent permutations of repeats and capping 
sequences were tried unsuccessfuly before ariving at the design shown in Figure 3.1. 
The repeating unit in this design is composed of a pair of repeats refered to as A and B 
repeats. The A and B repeats difer at solvent-exposed polar or charged positions (Figure 
3.1B) to avoid electrostatic repulsion between them [9]. In this analysis, the combined A 
and  B repeats  are refered to  as  a paired-repeat (R)  and is termed the  paired-repeat 
model to  diferentiate it from  an  analysis that  can resolve folding  parameters for the 
individual repeats (single-repeat model). 
 
Figure 3.1. Consensus LRR structure and sequence. (A) Homology models of 
cLRR NR4C structure from SWISS-MODEL webserver [12]. The model is 
composed of an N-cap (dark blue), four A-B repeat pairs (light blue and light red, 
respectively) repeats, and a C-cap (dark red). The putative asparagine ladder is 
shown in sticks and spheres. The inset shows a single A-B repeat pair with charge 
alternating sites shown in sticks and the asparagine ladder position shown in sticks 
and spheres. (B) Sequences of invariant LRR region (black), cLRR repeat A (blue), 
and B (red). Charge alternating positions and polar substitutions are highlighted in
gray and the conserved asparagine position is highlighted with a black rectangle. 
As the cLRR sequence has a valine at the L3 position, it is caled V3 when refering 
to the bacterial subfamily during the sequence analysis. 
Although the paired-repeat approach determines the free energy of the interface 
between the B and A repeats, it cannot dissect the intrinsic stabilities of individual repeats 
or the A:B interfacial stability. To atempt to directly measure these intrinsic and interfacial 
stabilities and to quantify the energetic efects of A and B substitutions, I have generated 
additional constructs and conducted a single-repeat nearest-neighbor analysis to resolve 
parameters for the A and B cLRR repeats. The microscopic parameters can then be used 
for in-depth analysis of the efects from substitutions to key residues such as the 
asparagine ladder (see Chapter 4). 
LRRINV        L1  x x L2  x L3  x x N  x L4
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3.2.1 Reconstructing the bacterial LRR subfamily. 
The large  number  of  LRR  protein  entries in  sequence  databases like  Pfam [13] 
and SMART [14] provide a wealth of information for determining consensus sequences 
and pairwise sequence corelations. The SMART database is particularly useful for such 
analysis, since it breaks LRR proteins into individual LRRs. Here, I mined the SMART 
database (version  8.0) for  al  LRR  sequences  and filtered these  sequences to identify 
entries matching the bacterial LRR subfamily (20 residue length, from the bacteria taxon). 
 The HMM logo of the MSA from the bacterial subfamily of LRRs aggregated here 
is similar to the dataset used to construct the cLRR sequence (Figure S3.1) [9]. Notable 
diferences between the two profiles are a reduction in conservation of valine and higher 
frequency of cysteine at position nine, and a decrease in conservation at the asparagine 
ladder position in the MSA generated here. This apparent decrease in conservation may 
derive from removal of redundant sequences from this sequence set. 
 
3.2.2 Pairwise couplings in the cLRR sequence. 
Since  previous  studies  have  shown  substantial inter-repeat  coupling in  LRR 
proteins (see Chapter 2) [15], individual LRR sequences were converted into pairs using 
sequence header information to match adjacent LRR repeats. This final set of sequence 
pairs  was  clustered to remove redundant  sequences to  create the  LRR_BAC_PAIR 
sequence  set (Figure  S3.1A).  To identify  co-evolving residue  pairs  within  or  between 
repeats, a mutual information (MI) matrix was constructed and modified using the average 
product corection procedure (Figure 3.2) [16]. The largest source of inter-repeat MI is 
between positions 9 and 29, which are identical positions in adjacent repeats (V3A,B in 
Figure 3.1). There is a slight preference for a valine at this position in the LRR_BAC_PAIR 
sequence set, but cysteine is also observed with high frequency. The high mutual 
information score between positions V3A and V3B results from the fact that CC and VV are 
the most common residue pairs, whereas VC and CV are very infrequent (Figure 3.3A). 
 
Figure 3.2. Mutual information for paired sequence from LRR bacterial 
subfamily. (B) Mutual information matrix for repeat pairs from the bacterial LRR 
subfamily. The red rectangles identify the conserved LRR patern (LxxLxLxxNxL) 
with thick white rectangle indicating the conserved asparagine position. Mutual 
information values in the scale bar are from equation 3.1. Cartoon to the right 
shows the amino acid at each position for the pair of cLRR repeats. Repeats and 
numbering are colored as in Figure 3.1 with side chains shown with sticks and Cαs 
highlighted by spheres. Charge alternating positions are in gray and the conserved 































































Figure 3.3. Frequencies of amino acid pairs within invariant LRR sequence. 
Bar charts showing frequencies of top ten residue pairs between two positions. In 
each plot, the two positions of the residue pair indicated by the text in the upper 
right hand corner of the plot and are labeled according to the scheme in (A). Black 
bars represent the joint probability observed for a residue pair (p(n1, n2) while red 
outlines represent  multiplication  of the independent  probability  of  each residue 
(p(n1) * p(n2). Bar heights reflect the observed percentage of sequences within 
the MSA with a particular residue pair (black) or what would be expected from the 
independent probabilities (red). (A) Bacterial subfamily LRR invariant label scheme 
as in Figure 3.1B and bar charts for frequencies of residue pairs between the V3 
positions (left plot) and between the conserved asparagine ladder in repeat A and 
V3A (right plot). The ten most commonly observed residue pairs are included for 
each  pair  of  positions. (B)  Frequencies  of residue  pairs in the  conserved 
asparagine  positions in  LRR pairs for  bacterial (left)  and typical (right)  LRR 
subfamilies. Bar charts are ploted as in (A) with al ten most common pairs (left 
subplots) and excluding the most common pair (right subplots). 
 
 
The  MI  matrix  also indicates  significant inter-repeat  coupling  between the 
asparagine ladder positions (Figure 3.2; residues NA and NB, Figure 3.3A). Although the 

















A: L1A x x L2A x V3A x x NA x L4A …
B: L1B x x L2B x V3B x x NB x L4B …
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NA      NB NA      NB NA      NB NA      NB
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between V3A and V3B (0.14 vs 0.22, Figure 3.2), the strong conservation of asparagine 
limits the MI scorea. A closer look at the frequencies of residues found in each asparagine 
ladder position shows that the majority of LRR_BAC_PAIR sequences (84%) have two 
asparagines (Figure 3.3B). If residues at the two ladder positions assorted randomly, we 
would expect a frequency of 79% (the product of the probability of asparagine at position 
12  and  32 in the  multiple  sequence  alignment).  Common  substitutions include  serine, 
threonine,  and  cysteine;  of these residues, threonine is the  only residue that  occurs 
frequently in tandem (3.2% of al tandems, compared to an expectation value of 0.20%). 
The high frequency of tandem threonines in the bacterial LRR pairs is unique: the typical 
LRR subfamily does not show any appreciable frequency of tandem substitutions (Figure 
3.3B). 
Other positions that show strong corelations between repeats include positions of 
charge  alternating  substitutions  between  cLRR  A  and  B [9].  The  LRR_BAC_PAIR  MI 
matrix has high scores for positions with high frequencies of charged residues, both within 
repeats (e.g. positions 6 and 10) and between repeats (e.g. position 6, 15, 16, and 19; 
Figure 3.2B). These positions corespond to charge alternating substitutions between the 
A and B cLRR repeats (residues 5, 10, 15, 16, and 19). 
3.2.3 Nearest-neighbor modeling of cLRR constructs. 
 The charge alternating strategy employed in the cLRR sequence design improves 
the  stability  and  solubility  of  cLRR  constructs,  but it  also impacts  nearest-neighbor 
                            
a For two positions, the mutual information value approaches zero as the positions become more 
conserved even though the residues are becoming more corelated (see equation 3.1). 
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modeling.  For  most  studies that  use  nearest-neighbor  models to  describe  unfolding  of 
consensus repeat  proteins,  arays  with  diferent  numbers  of identical repeats  are 
analyzed to  determine intrinsic  stabilities  of individual repeats  and interfacial  energies 
between repeats. When there are diferent repeat types, as with the A and B repeats of 
cLRRs,  and  each  construct  has the  same  number  of  A  and B repeats, the intrinsic 
stabilities of individual repeats cannot be determined. Instead, a "paired repeat" model is 
required, which gives the stability of an AB repeat pair (R, Figure 3.1B) [9], along with the 
interfacial  energy  between repeat  pairs (Figure  3.4, left).  However,  by including two 
additional constructs (NR3A, BR3C), the symmetry between A and B repeats is broken, 
alowing the stabilities of the individual repeats to be determined (Figure 3.4, right). 
 
Figure 3.4. Matrices for paired-repeat and single repeat models. Comparison 
of matrices resolving intrinsic and interfacial parameters for the paired- (left) and 
single-repeat models (right). The cartoons represent constructs composed of N-
cap (N, blue half circle), paired repeats (R, gray bar), and single repeats (A, thin 
powder blue bar; B, thin pink bar), and C-cap (C, red half circle). Column labels 
represent the intrinsic  and interfacial terms resolved  by  each  set  of  constructs. 
Both matrices are ful rank. 
 
 Although  NR3A  was  soluble in the  solution  conditions  used  previously,  BR3C 







ΔGN	 ΔGA	 ΔGB	 ΔGC	 ΔGB-1,A	ΔGA-1,B	
1	 3	 3	 0	 3	 3	
1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	
1	 2	 2	 1	 3	 2	
0	 4	 4	 1	 4	 4	
1	 4	 3	 0	 4	 3	
0	 3	 4	 1	 4	 3	
ΔGN	 ΔGR	 ΔGC	 ΔGR-1,R	
1	 3	 0	 3	
1	 1	 1	 2	
1	 2	 1	 3	
0	 4	 1	 4	
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glycerol (Figure  3.5A),  alowing  us to  measure reproducible  equilibrium  unfolding 
transitions. To account for the efects of glycerol on the stability of BR3C, we measured 
unfolding transitions of NR2 and NRC at two diferent glycerol concentrations (2.5%, 5% 
v/v). These were combined with unfolding transitions of al constructs in the absence of 
glycerol and the unfolding transition for BR3C in 5% glycerol to globaly fit using the single-
repeat model, with both urea and glycerol dependences (Figure 3.5B) [8]. 
 
Figure  3.5.  CD  spectra  and  urea-induced  unfolding  of  cLRR  single-repeat 
model  constructs. (A) Far-UV  CD  spectra  of  additional  constructs required for 
single-repeat  analysis.  The  BR3C  spectrum  was taken in the  presence  of  5% 
glycerol (v/v).  The  signal intensity for  BR3C  has  a large  uncertainty  because 
association  at  high  concentrations  prevented  accurate  concentration 
determination. (B) Urea-induced unfolding transitions for cLRR constructs required 
to resolve single-repeat parameters. Data are fited using a single-repeat nearest-
neighbor  model,  and  are  normalized to  give the fraction  of folded repeats  as  a 
function  of  urea  concentration  Solid lines  show fited  curves for  each  construct. 
Solution  conditions:  20  mM  NaPO4,  500  mM  NaCl,  0.1  mM  TCEP,  0/2.5/5% 
glycerol (v/v), pH 7.8, 20 ̊C. 










































































The joint urea/glycerol-dependent single-repeat model fits wel to the data (solid 
curves, Figure 3.5B) with the surprising result that the NR3A construct is partly unfolded 
in the absence of denaturant. As both NR2 and NR3 are fuly folded in the model (NR2, 
Figure 3.5B; NR3, data not shown), the most likely explanation is that the terminal A repeat 
is unfolded in this construct. Though the far-UV CD spectrum of NR3A is nearly identical 
to that  of  other fuly folded  constructs (Figure  3.5A), the  weak  contribution  of b-sheet 
structure to CD signal and the relatively smal size of a single repeat in the NR3A construct 
(7 consensus repeats with 3 additional LRR repeats and an a-helical capping motif in the 
N-cap) may make far-UV CD insensitive to unfolding of the terminal A repeat. Consistent 
with this explanation, the fited intrinsic folding free energy of the A repeat (DGA) is larger 
than that  of the  B repeat (DGB,  Table  3.1),  and the interfacial free  energy for  a  B:A 
interface (DGB-1, A) is less stabilizing than that for an A:B interface (DGA-1, B, Table 3.1). As 
a result, the free energy of adding a single A repeat to the C-terminus of a folded cLRR 
aray is positive (i.e., DGA + DGB-1, A = 16.5 - 14.2 = 2.3 kcal mol-1).  
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Table 3.1. Fited parameter values for paired- and single-repeat nearest neighbor 
parameters for cLRR unfolding. 
Paired-repeat model Single-repeat model 
DGN  1.76  [1.68, 1.86] DGN  1.63  [1.52, 1.74] 
DGC  6.24  [6.08, 6.44] DGC  6.00  [5.75, 6.24] 
DGR  10.95 [10.75, 11.18] DGA1  16.52 [14.27, 19.51] 
  DGB  13.02 [12.73, 13.32] 
DGR-1,R -14.20 [-14.50, -13.95] DGB-1, A -14.15 [-14.47, -13.78] 
  DGA-1, B1 -18.64 [-21.64, -16.42] 
  DGA + DGA-1, B2 -2.13  [-2.24, -2.02] 
murea  0.74  [0.75, 0.73] murea  0.38  [0.37, 0.39] 
mglyc  0.36  [0.35, 0.38] mglyc  0.18  [0.18, 0.19] 
Mean  best-fit  values from  100 (paired-repeat)  or 2000 (single-repeat)  bootstrap iterations. 
1Parameters could not be accurately determined because the NR3A construct is partly unfolded 
(Figure  S3.4). 2The  sum  of the two  undetermined  parameters is  wel resolved.  Confidence 
intervals for parameters are included in brackets. Free energies are in kcal mol-1; murea and mglyc 
values are in kcal mol-1 Murea-1 and Mglyc-1. Intrinsic folding free energies are represented as DGi; 
interfacial free  energies  are represented  as DGi-1,i, murea and  mglyc values  give  denaturant 
dependences for paired or single repeats. Denaturant dependences of N- and C-terminal caps 
are constrained to 1.5 murea and 3 murea in the paired-repeat model, and 3 murea and 6 murea in the 
single-repeat model to account for the number of repeats in each cap.  
 
A consequence of the unfolding of the C-terminal A repeat in the NR3A construct 
is that DGA and DGA-1,B are not wel-determined by the six constructs analyzed here. This 
is ilustrated in Figure S3.5, which shows the coeficient matrix for the six constructs with 
(A) and without (B) the terminal A repeat folded in NR3B. Although the matrix has a rank 
of  six when the terminal  A repeat is folded,  when it is  unfolded the  second  and  sixth 
column are identical, and thus the matrix has a rank of five. Thus, when the A repeat is 
unfolded, the coeficient matrix is not invertible, preventing solution for the six unknown 
free energy terms. Though the methods we use to solve for these coeficients (nonlinear 
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least  squares  using the ful  partition function)  difers  significantly from  simple  matrix 
inversion, it stil sufers from the same drawbacks: our set of unfolding transitions lacks 
the information needed to determine al six free energies. 
Although the ful  set  of  parameters  cannot  be recovered from the  single-repeat 
model, tightly-constrained values are obtained for DGB and DGB-1,A, as wel as the urea 
dependence of the free energy of folding for individual repeats (mi). The intrinsic folding 
free energy of a B-repeat is almost 2 kcal mol-1 higher than the folding energy of a repeat 
pair, and is significantly higher than that of any other consensus repeat measured in our 
lab (Figure  3.6A).  The  high  cost  of folding repeats is  ofset  by favorable interfaces  as 
indicated  by DGB-1,A.  The  murea value for the  cLRR repeat is less  cooperative than 
expected given the size of the repeat [17], but this is a common trend observed for al 
consensus repeat proteins measured (Figure 3.6B).  
 
Figure 3.6. Comparison of cLRR single-repeat parameters to other 
consensus proteins. (A)ΔG values for intrinsic and interfacial parameters from 
studies of diferent consensus repeat proteins. Intrinsic (blue), interfacial (red), 
and the aggregated unresolved paired-repeat term (grey) are labeled by protein. 
Estimates for ΔGA-1,B and cLRRA are shown as elongated points with an elipsis 
to indicate that they are unbounded from below and above, respectively. (B) 
Comparison of consensus proteins m-values vs. their expected m-values based 
on their chain length [17]. Points represent the actual m-values of consensus 
proteins with the dashed line representing the relationship observed by [17] 
between ΔASA and urea m-value (black) and GdHCl (red). Denaturant used in 
consensus protein study is indicated by color (red, GdHCl; black, urea). 
Though ΔGA and ΔGA-1,B cannot be individualy determined by the model, their sum 
is wel-determined from the fit. This is because these two parameters are tightly corelated 
(Figure S3.6A). Whereas distributions of bootstrapped parameters for ΔGA and ΔGA-1,B
are very wide (with RMSD values of 1.7 kcal mol-1), the distribution of summed bootstrap 
























mol-1 (Figure S3.6B), and a mean value of -2.1 kcal mol-1. This wel-determined sum can 
be combined with the observation that the C-terminal A repeat in NR3A is not folded to 
obtain limits on both DGA and DGA-1,B. First, the observation that the C-terminal A repeat 
in NR3A is not folded means that the sum of DGA and DGB-1,A greater than zero: 
DGA + DGB-1,A > 0     3.1 
or 
DGA > -DGB-1,A     3.2 
This rearangement expresses the idea that the stability of the B:A interface is 
insuficient to drive the folding of the A repeat. The value of DGB-1,A is wel determined (-
14.2 kcal mol-1), and can be combined with inequality 3.2 to provide a lower limit that 
DGA > 14.2 kcal mol-1. This inequality can be combined with the sum DGA + DGA-1,B = -
2.1 kcal mol-1 to give an upper limit for DGA-1,B: 
DGA-1,B - 2.1 = -DGA < -14.2 kcal mol-1   3.3 
or 
DGA-1,B < -16.3 kcal mol-1     3.4 
(note that the inequality in equation 3.3 is reversed by the change of sign). 
Comparing these inequalities to the wel-determined parameters DGB and DGA-1,B 
shows that the A repeat is significantly less stable than the B repeat by at least 1.2 kcal 
mol-1. The lower limit established here for DGA makes the cLRR A repeat the least stable 
repeat  measured in  nearest-neighbor  studies  of repeat  proteins to  date (Figure  3.6). 
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Likewise, the  upper limit for DGA-1,B makes the  A:B interface the  most  stable interface 
measured to date. 
 
3.3 Discussion 
3.3.1 Conservation and couplings between conserved cLRR positions. 
 The  most  significant  diference  between  LRR_BAC_PAIR  and those from the 
dataset used to construct the cLRR sequence [9] is the conservation patern at position 
nine (V3A/B, Figure 3.3A). This position is the third highly conserved leucine in the invariant 
LRR region (LxxLxLxxNxL).  Although  bulky hydrophobics (leucine,  valine, isoleucine) 
make  up  a  majority (54%)  of the  observed  amino  acids  at this  position in the 
LRR_BAC_PAIR  alignment, there  are  a  substantial  number  of  cysteine-containing 
sequences (24%) that  were  not  seen in the  original  alignment (Figure  S3.1).  Although 
misalignment of the LRR_BAC_PAIR sequences could be responsible for the surprising 
prevalence of cysteine at V3A/B, cysteine is also observed (at lower frequencies) in the 
original dataset (Figure 3.3B). The presence of cysteine at V3A/B is particularly interesting 
given the significant destabilization of threonine substitutions at this position in the LRR 
protein pp32 (DDG = 2.5 kcal mol-1, see Chapter 2). The backbone CO of the V3A/B position 
is the canonical hydrogen bond acceptor for the asparagine ladder, but the thiol/hydroxyl 
side chains of cysteine/threonine conceivably may compete with their own backbone CO 
for the  HZ from the  asparagine  side  chain (depending  on the  side  chain rotamer). 
Alternatively, the  preference for  cysteine  may  derive from  packing preference as it is 
bulkier than alanine but less costly to de-solvate than serine. 
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 Another interesting result from the  LRR_BAC_PAIR  coupling  data is the 
occurence of tandem threonines at the ladder asparagine positions (Figure 3.3B) and 
cysteines at one of the conserved leucine positions (Figure 3.3A). These features do not 
seem to  corelate  with  each  other (i.e.,  cysteine at the  V3A/B position is  not frequently 
observed with threonine at the conserved asparagine position; Figure 3.3A, right panel) 
but do indicate that other ladders besides the commonly observed leucine, asparagine, 
and phenylalanine ladders may be present in the hydrophobic core of LRR proteins. It is 
likely that the threonine ladder leads to  a reduction in stability  and/or  cooperativity,  as 
substitutions  away from the  consensus  asparagine result in less  stable/cooperative 
variants of pp32 (see Chapter 2). The impact of the cysteine ladder is less clear, though 
substitutions to the conserved leucine positions in both pp32 and YopM also resulted in 
decreased  stability [15], [18].  More  detailed  studies  wil  be required to  understand the 
efects of these deviations from the more common LRR sequence. 
 The  MI  paterns  also indicate that the  asparagine ladder is  coupled,  which  has 
been experimentaly determined via double-mutant cycles in pp32 (see Chapter 2). The 
MI plot seems to indicate weaker coupling than expected given the 5 kcal mol-1 coupling 
observed in pp32 but the highly conserved asparagine at these positions depresses the 
MI  value.  More  variability  can  be  observed  at these  positions if LRR  pairs  containing 
asparagines at both ladder positions are excluded from the analysis. Although there are 
not enough remaining sequences in LRR_BAC_PAIR to do an analysis of this kind, other 
LRR subfamilies can be used to show that MI values between the conserved asparagine 
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positions increase  significantly  after removing  sequences  with tandem  asparagines 
(Figure S3.8). 
 The  asparagine ladder  position is  also  notable for its low  coupling to  other 
positions.  Besides the relatively  high  coupling  observed  between ladder  positions, the 
only other position with any appreciable MI is the folowing residue (position 13). Even 
removing LRR  pairs  with tandem  asparagine from larger  LRR  sequence  sets (as 
described above) does not generate appreciable MI between the asparagine ladder and 
other  positions (Figure  S3.8B). It is  possible that loss  of the  conserved  asparagine 
promotes  stronger  coupling  between  other  positions to  compensate for the instability 
resulting from ladder substitution. The MI profile for MSAs containing tandem asparagines 
(position  NA and  NB both  asparagine,  Figure  3.3A)  or  excluding tandem  asparagines 
(either NA or NB can be asparagine but not both) can be compared to determine if coupling 
between other positions (e.g. beter charge balancing) is strengthened. Subtracting the 
MI profiles from the tandem asparagine and non-tandem asparagine MSAs indicates that 
couplings increase among the first three conserved leucine positions in the invariant LRR 
region (LxxLxxLxxNxL), but only for the first repeat in the sequence (Figure S3.8B). It is 
odd that there are stronger MI values in only one repeat of the non-tandem asparagine 
dataset,  which  may  be  an  artifact  arising from the clustering  of LRR  pairs  during the 
sequence  analysis  and  so  must  be interpreted  with  caution. It is likely that  decreased 
conservation is the cause of the higher MI values at L1, L2, and L3. Since substitutions 
away from the invariant LRR sequence are destabilizing (see Chapter 2) [18], increased 
variability at these positions may reflect that the instability of the repeats is biologicaly 
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significant. A deeper analysis investigating the conservation paterns at work here and 
the use of more sophisticated detection methods (e. g. DCA [19]) should be brought to 
bear on this problem to identify subtle paterns that may be at work. 
 
3.3.2 Stability of A versus B repeats in cLRR constructs. 
 The MI data also provided insights into the coevolution of polar/charged positions 
that  might  explain  why  A repeats  are less  stable than  B repeats.  Of the  other  charge 
alternating positions in the MI matrix, very few show any intra-repeat coupling and both A 
and B repeats have similar net charge magnitudes (-2 in A and +3 in B). The positions 
that  do  show large intra-repeat  MI  values  are  positions  6,  8,  and  10; among these 
positions, A and B repeats difer only at position 10 (aspartate in A and serine in B, Figure 
3.1B). The consensus sequence shows this position is most frequently a serine as in the 
B repeat (Figure S3.1A), which may explain the diference in intrinsic stability between 
the two repeats.  The  non-consensus  phenylalanine  at  position  eight  may  make the 
aspartate at position 10 in repeat A particularly unfavorable, as a bulky hydrophobic at 
position  8  with  a  negatively  charged residue  at  position  10  occurs infrequently (0.5%) 
relative to what would be expected from random chance (1.3%). 
The  non-consensus  phenylalanine  at  position  eight  may  also  contribute to the 
stability  diference  between  B:A  and  A:B interfaces.  A  homology  model  of the  cLRR 
sequence shows that the phenylalanine at position eight stacks with the phenylalanines 
from  adjacent repeats, forming  a  phenylalanine  stack (Figure  3.7A). Interestingly, 
phenylalanine ladders are commonly observed in the paralel b-sheet structure of amyloid 
fibrils [20], where they contribute stabilizing π stacking interactions between adjacent 
repeats. As position eight has strong coupling to the residue at position ten, it is possible 
that interactions between the phenylalanine and aspartate (steric occlusion, competition) 
in repeat A disrupts the phenylalanine stacking. The homology model lends some support 
to this conclusion, as aspartates in repeat A are closer to the phenylalanine stack than 
the serines in repeat B (Figure 3.7B). However, this hypothesis must be tested by solving 
the cLRR structure and studying the efects of substitutions to the intra-repeat charge 
network (positions six, eight, and ten). 
 
Figure 3.7. Homology models suggest a putative phenylalanine ladder. 
Homology model and repeats colored as in Figure 3.1A with positions eight 
(phenylalanine) and ten (repeat A, aspartate; repeat B, serine) shown with sticks 
and spheres. Distances between positions eight and ten within 4Å are highlighted 
with lines joining the atoms. (A) A model of four paired repeats without N- and C-
terminal caps. (B) A single cLRR paired repeat highlighting potential impact of 
aspartate in repeat A. (C) Triplet frequencies for positions six, eight, and ten. 
Frequencies displayed as in Figure 3.3. Notably, al frequencies are very low, 




3.3.3 Trends in consensus protein nearest-neighbor model parameters. 
 cLRR repeats and interfaces are an extreme case of a general trend seen in most 
consensus  proteins  studied thus far.  Most  consensus  proteins  have repeats that  are 
unstable  when isolated (de  novo-designed  DHR  proteins  are the  exception)  but form 
highly favorable interfaces that  support the  unstable repeats. cLRRs folow this 
distribution with their intrinsic terms being the most unfavorable and interfacial terms the 
most favorable of any consensus protein studied thus far (Figure 3.6A). One interesting 
point of comparison is the TALE system, where Ising parameters for two diferent repeat 
types (HD and NS repeats) were determined [7]. Like the TALE system, cLRR A and B 
repeats have diferent interfacial and intrinsic free energies. Unlike TALEs, the cLRR A 
repeat remains unfolded in the absence of a C-terminal interface with a B repeat (Figure 
3.5B).  This  behavior is reminiscent  of the  LRR  protein  YopM,  where removing  one 
interface by truncating the protein results in unfolding of multiple repeats [15]. Though the 
inability of repeat A to fold without an A:B interface is interesting, it would be worthwhile 
to redesign the repeat or explore new solution conditions permiting A to remain folded 
and the ful set of single-repeat parameters to be determined.  
Another trend  observed from  aggregation  of  multiple  studies  with  consensus 
proteins is the linear anti-corelation of intrinsic and interfacial terms (Figure S3.7). It is 
notable that this trend  holds  not  only for  consensus  proteins  designed from  naturaly 
occuring sequences, but also for de novo designed sequences [21]. A linear fit of the 
data  suggests that increasing the  stability  of  a repeat  by  1  kcal  mol-1 decreases the 
stability of its interface by 0.6 kcal mol-1 (Figure S3.7). It is likely that the addition of new 
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protein families and more thorough investigation of the sequence space within families 
wil beter define the relationship between the intrinsic and interfacial terms. 
 
3.4 Materials & Methods 
3.4.1 LRR MSA construction 
The  SMART  database  breaks ful  LRR  protein  sequences into individual repeat 
fragments  and  divides these individual repeats into  a  number  of  canonical  LRR 
subfamilies (typical, ribonuclease inhibitor, cysteine-containing, atypical). Unfortunately, 
the bacterial subfamily is not populated in SMART so it was reconstructed from the other 
LRR subfamilies. First, al LRR families were colected into a single file (LRR_TOT) of 
over 400,000 sequences, with typical lengths ranging from 20 – 28 residues (Figure 3.1). 
Using phylogenetic data from each sequence, LRR_TOT was then divided into bacterial 
and eukaryotic sequences. As expected from LRR classification studies, the bacterial set 
is enriched in 20 residue sequences compared to the eukaryotic set (Figure S3.1B) [22], 
[23]. The bacterial sequences were further filtered to include sequences of lengths 19 to 
21 residues to  build the  LRR  bacterial  subfamily  sequence  set (LRR_BAC),  which 
contained 2,837 entries. 
 The LRR_BAC sequences could be aligned as individual repeats but their short 
length (19-21 residues)  makes  accurate  alignment  dificult  and  cannot report  on inter-
repeat  coupling that  has  been  observed in  previous  studies [15] (see Chapter  2).  To 
increase  sequence length  and improve  alignments,  we  used the  SMART  database 
headers to determine the positions of the LRRs within their parent proteins, and combined 
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adjacent LRR sequences into repeat pairs. The LRR_BAC data set was then modified so 
that repeats separated by less than half a repeat (≤ 10 residues) were joined to form a 
pair. A new sequence header was applied to each pair to indicate the residue numbers 
of each single repeat. The resulting dataset (LRR_BAC_PAIR) could then be aligned and 
evaluated for couplings. 
Though LRR pairs are aligned more easily than single repeats, they are stil short 
compared to the  average  protein  sequence length,  making them  a  chalenge to  align 
accurately  using  standard  parameters  with  alignment  software like  MAFFT [24]. 
Redundant  sequences  were removed  prior to  alignment  using  CDHit [25], [26] with 
sequences  sharing  90%  pairwise identity  being  clustered together;  after  clustering like 
sequences,  402  non-redundant  sequences remained.  Multiple  sequence  alignments 
(MSAs) for al LRR families were then generated using MAFFT with both gap penalty and 
extension penalty at their max value. Alignment quality was tested using the number of 
gaps in columns from the 11-residue invariant LRR region (LxxLxLxxNxL), as this region 
is a halmark of al LRR sequences [27]. 
 
3.4.2 Conservation and mutual information. 
 Web logos of LRR_BAC_PAIR MSAs were obtained using the Skylign web server 
[28]. MI matrices were constructed using in-house Python code obtained from M. Sternke, 






    (3.1) 
where DKL(i,j) is the Kulback-Leibler divergence between the amino acid probability 
distributions of column i and j and MIi is the mutual information from column i. 
 
3.4.3 Protein cloning and expression. 
 cLRR  constructs  were  cloned  using  PCR to  generate  a fragment  of the  paired-
repeat  DNA  sequence.  Primers  were then  used to  generate the remaining  5’  and  3’ 
nucleotides and incorporate unique overhangs for an in-house version of Golden Gate 
cloning [29] developed by Dr. Kathryn Geiger-Schuler. Constructs were then cloned into 
pET24a+ vectors with a His6 tag for afinity chromatography purification. 
 cLRR constructs were expressed by adding a single colony from a fresh (≤ 2 weeks 
old) transformation of BL21 cels to 1L of auto-induction media [30]. Flasks were shaken 
overnight at 37̊C for 14 – 18 hours, at which time cels were peleted, resuspended in 
lysis bufer (20 mM NaPO4, 500 mM NaCl, 25 mM Imidazole, 0.1 mM TCEP, pH 7.4) and 
one EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Roche) per 50 mL lysis bufer, and lysed using 
either three freeze-thaw cycles in liquid nitrogen with lysozyme or sonification. After lysis, 
cels  were incubated  with DNAse  and  1  mM  MgCl2 to  digest  genomic  DNA  and  were 
centrifuged for  30  minutes  at  30,000  x  g.  For  constructs  with  N-caps, the  clarified  cel 
lysate was then poured over 5mL of Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Scientific), washed in 50-100 
mL  of lysis  bufer,  and  eluted in  50  mL  of  elution  bufer (lysis  bufer  with  250  mM 
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imidazole). Constructs were then placed in 4L of dialysis bufer (20 mM NaPO4, 500 mM 
NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, pH 7.8) for at least 24 hours, concentrated, and stored at -80 ̊C. 
DN-cap constructs were expressed in inclusion bodies, so clarified cel lysate was 
removed  and the  pelets  were resuspended in lysis  bufer  with  4  M  urea (VWR  Life 
sciences)  and then  spun  again  at  40,000  x  g for  one  hour.  The  soluble  portion  of the 
resuspended pelet was then poured over the Ni-NTA resin and washed in 50 – 100 mL 
of the  urea-fortified lysis  bufer, folowed  by  50  mL  of  urea-fortified  elution  bufer. 
Constructs were then placed in 4 L of dialysis bufer with 10% glycerol (v/v) for at least 
24  hours. DN-cap  constructs  were  concentrated to  ~30 µM to  avoid  concentration-
dependent aggregation and stored at -80 ̊C. 
 
3.4.4 Circular dichroism spectra and equilibrium unfolding. 
Al CD experiments were performed on an Aviv Model 400 CD spectrometer using 
a computer-controled Microlab syringe titrator (Hamilton) with samples in CD bufer (20 
mM  NaPO4,  500  mM  NaCl,  0.1  mM  TCEP,  0/5%  glycerol (v/v),  pH  7.8)  at  20 ̊C.  CD 
spectra  were  colected  with  3  second  signal  averaging  every  nm from  280 to  200  nm; 
protein  concentrations  were  30 to  50 µM in  a  0.1  mm path-length  quartz  cuvete. 
Equilibrium unfolding experiments were monitored at 220 nm using a 5-6 min equilibration 
time and 30 s signal averaging; protein concentrations were 3-5 µM in a 1 cm path length 
quartz cuvete. Urea (VWR Life Sciences) used for denaturation studies was deionized 
using  a  mixed-bed resin (BioRad) immediately  prior to  use.  Urea  concentrations  were 
determined by refractometry (Pace, 1986). NR2 and NRC constructs were denatured in 
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0, 2.5, and 5% glycerol (v/v). BR3C constructs were denatured in 5% glycerol (v/v). BR3C 
unfolding  experiments  were  performed titrating from  high  urea  concentrations to lower 
concentrations with no protein in the titrant to avoid aggregation of titrant protein at low 
urea concentrations over the course of the experiment. 
 
3.4.5 Nearest-neighbor analysis. 
 Determination of single-repeat interfacial and intrinsic parameters was achieved 
using a 1D Ising model [31]. Parameters were defined within equilibrium constants that 
quantify intrinsic folding and repeat-repeat interfaces, 
01=2
34∆6738.∗:38;∗<=>    (3.2)	
0#=2
34∆6@38.∗:38;∗<=>    (3.3)	
0A=2
34∆6B38.∗:38;∗<=>    (3.4)	
0%=2
34∆6C38.∗:38;∗<=>	    (3.5)	
DA3E,#=2
3∆6BGH,@>     (3.6)	
D#3E,A=2
3∆6@GH,B>	     (3.7) 
where b is (kT)-1, x is molar urea concentration, and g is molar glycerol concentration. 
Equilibrium constants for the N:A interfaces and B:C interfaces are simply set to that for 
the  B:A interface (tB-1,A)  as  any  diferences  between tB-1,A and tN-1,A/B-1,C can  be 
compensated for within the kN and kC terms and has been assumed previously [6]. The 
murea/mglyc values for N- and C-caps are scaled to represent the number of repeats within 
each cap. Using these equilibrium constants, a partition function can be constructed and 
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used to  determine the fraction  of repeats folded in the  aray [31]. Parameters  were 
determined using nonlinear least squares to globaly fit normalized urea denaturation data 
[8] using a script designed by Dr. Jake Marold, modified by Dr. Katie Geiger-Schuler, and 




Figure  S3.1.  Conservation in  bacterial  LRR  subfamily. (A)  HMM logo  of 
LRR_BAC_PAIR sequences representing the bacterial LRR subfamily. Position numbers 
are indicated above each column with a black line dividing the repeats. (B) HMM logos 
from the original consensus design (top) and a single repeat from the LRR_BAC_PAIR 


































Figure S3.2. Sequence length distribution in LRR sequences. Boxplot (left) and violin 
plot (right)  of the  sequence length  distributions in the  LRR_TOT  sequence  set. (Left) 
Median and mean of the set are red and blue lines respectively. The blue box represents 
one standard deviation above and below the mean with the dashed lines extending to the 
first and fourth quartile of the data set. Outliers are shown as black circles. (Right) A solid 
red line represents medians of each subset. Sequence lengths above 30 and below 15 
















Figure  S3.3.  Sequence length  distribution in  LRR  subfamilies. Comparison  of the 
sequence length distributions for the bacterial and eukaryotic subsets of the LRR_TOT 
sequence  set.  Sequence lengths  above  30  and  below  15  are  excluded  as these fal 
outside the lengths of known LRR subfamilies. Medians of each subset are represented 
by a solid red line. The black rectangle on the bacteria subset indicates the sequences 























Figure S3.4 Uncertainty in parameters from single-repeat model of cLRR. Parameter 
value distributions from 2000 bootstrap iterations of microscopic nearest-neighbor model. 
Intrinsic (black  box),  urea  and  glycerol  dependence (magenta  box),  and the  original 
interfacial terms (green  box)  parameter  values  are  shown  as  histograms  with the 
parameter name in the top right of the subplot. As DGA and DGA-1,B could not be uniquely 
determined, the  values for DGA and DGA-1,B were  summed for  each fit  and  caled  as  a 
single  parameter (DGA + DGA-1,B,  blue  box) that  was  wel-determined.  Mean  value is 
demarcated by a red point with 95% confidence intervals extending in green through this 
point. Units for subplots are kcal mol-1 (intrinsic, black; interfacial, green; dGA + dGA-1,B, 
blue)  and  kcal  mol-1 Murea/glycerol (mi/mg,  magenta).  Undetermined  parameters  are 








Figure  S3.5. Comparison  of  single-repeat  matrices for  al  constructs fuly folded 
and N-terminal A unfolded. Cartoons and matrices are represented as in Figure 3.4 with 
the unfolded terminal A repeat in the NR3A construct of (B) shown as a powder blue line. 
(A) With  al  constructs fuly folded, the  matrix is ful rank  and  al  parameters  can  be 
determined. (B) When the terminal A repeat is unfolded, the columns associated with the 
DGA and DGA-1,B terms (gray boxes) are identical and unresolved, reducing the rank of the 
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Figure S3.6. Correlation and uncertainty in DGA and DGA-1,B parameters from single-
repeat model. (A) Corelation between DGA and DGA-1,B from 2000 fiting iterations. R2 
value at top right coresponds to a linear fit of the data. (B) Comparison of uncertainties 
for DGA (blue), DGA-1,B (green), and their sum (red). Left plot shows the ful range of y-axis 
values  and the right  plot  shows  only  counts  below  300 to  beter  demonstrate the 
























Figure S3.7. Correlation between interfacial and intrinsic ΔG for consensus 
proteins. Proteins from similar families are joined by line. The dashed line represents a 
slope of one. A linear fit of the data has slope -0.6 and R2 = 0.656.  





















Figure S3.8. Analysis of couplings from LRR typical subfamily sequences. (A) HMM 
logo from LRR typical sequences with position numbers coresponding to matrix positions 
in (B). (B) MI matrix for LRR typical sequences with no more than one asparagine at the 
NA and NB positions (labeling scheme in Figure 3.1B, left) and the MI matrix resulting from 
MInon-tandem - MItandem (right).  Conserved  asparagine  positions  are  highlighted  by  white 
rectangles  and the first three  conserved leucine  positions from the  LRR invariant 
sequence are highlighted by black rectangles. MI value scales are located to the right of 
each matrix.  
L1AxxL2AxL3AxxNA
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CHAPTER  4 – Evaluation  of  asparagine ladder  substitutions in  a  consensus 
leucine-rich repeat protein. 
4.1 Introduction 
Predicting protein structure [1], designing new or modified versions of proteins [2], 
and modulating protein function [3] are al chalenging endeavors in the field of protein 
biophysics,  structural  biology,  and  evolutionary  biochemistry.  Part  of the  dificulty 
associated  with these  eforts  stems from  an inability to  accurately  predict  higher  order 
phenomena that arise from the network of interactions within and/or between proteins. A 
beter understanding of how groups of connected residues interact to produce properties 
such  as  cooperativity in  protein folding [4] would increase  our  ability to  design  novel 
structures, understand the molecular origins of disease, and develop treatments. 
Understanding the interactions between residues in a protein requires perturbation 
through substitutions, deletions, or insertions. The response of the protein can then be 
measured, using the free energy of folding, binding, or some other metric to assay the 
efects of the perturbations. Unfortunately, a detailed understanding of the complex web 
of interactions in proteins requires the generation of a large number of variants [5], [6]. 
For  most  such  studies, the  networks  of interest  are  composed  of residues  with  widely 
varying physical properties and equaly diverse interactions. More homogenous networks 
limit this  variety, thereby reducing the  number  of  variants  needed to fuly  capture the 
behavior of the networked residues (see Chapter 2) [7]. 
Repeat  proteins  are  particularly  useful for  studies  of  uncovering interaction 
networks, both for their structural simplicity and their compatibility with nearest-neighbor 
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model analysis. Repeat proteins are composed of linear arays of a single motif, which 
reduces long-range contacts and local diferences between the motifs; these properties 
make repeat  proteins  a  good  system for rigorous  quantification  of  protein  physical 
properties [8].  Furthermore,  a  consensus  sequence for the repeated  domain  can  be 
duplicated to generate folded proteins amenable to nearest-neighbor modeling [9], [10]. 
Using  a  nearest-neighbor  model,  perturbations to  a  homogenous  network  can  be 
partitioned into contributions to coupling between repeats and folding of the repeats in 
isolation [11].  Therefore,  a  nearest-neighbor  model’s  description  of  substitution  efects 
would be more complete than the description provided by a traditional mutagenesis study.  
An  excelent  system in  which to  study  a  homogenous  network  of interacting 
residues is the leucine-rich repeat (LRR)  protein family.  LRR  proteins  contain  a  highly 
conserved  network  of  asparagine residues (asparagine ladder)  embedded in their 
hydrophobic core (Figure 4.1) [12]. Studies in chapter 2 show that the asparagine ladder 
contributes to global stability and cooperativity but were not able to quantitatively resolve 
whether the ladder  contributes to local  stability  or  coupling  between repeats. In this 
chapter, I  use  a  nearest  neighbor  model  with  asparagine ladder  substitutions to 
demonstrate that the  asparagine ladder  provides  strong  energetic  coupling  between 
repeats. I  also  determine that ladder  substitutions  perturb  non-adjacent interfaces, 
especialy interfaces that are N-terminal to the site of the substitution. I compare these 
findings to substitution studies in other consensus repeat proteins [13], [14] to determine 
if a general relationship between intrinsic and interfacial stability exists. 
Figure 4.1. Structure of consensus LRR protein and asparagine ladder. (A)
Homology models of cLRR NR4C structure from SWISSMODEL webserver. The 
model is composed of an N-cap (dark blue), four paired repeats, each with a single
A (light blue) and B (light red) repeat, and a C-cap (dark red). The putative 
asparagine ladder is shown in sticks and spheres. The inset shows a single AB 
repeat pair with charge swap and polar substitutions shown in sticks and the 
asparagine ladder position shown in sticks and spheres. (B) Scheme of molecular 
interactions for asparagine ladder at repeat i. Dashed lines represent hydrogen 
bonds and NHs are backbone amides. Contacts are shown between the ladder 
asparagine in repeat i and repeat i ± 1 (in black polygons). 
4.2 Results 
4.2.1 Selecting substitutions from LRR conservation paterns. 
The substitutions for this cLRR study were chosen from residues observed 
frequently and infrequently in an MSA of LRR sequences (Figure 4.2A). Cysteine was 
selected because it is the most frequently observed alternative to asparagine at the ladder 
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polar asparagine. Frequently observed residues should be less destabilizing than 
infrequent ones unless there are compensating substitutions required to stabilize them. 
Such compensating substitutions should show positive covariance with the infrequent 
ladder residue, which should be reflected in a mutual information statistic [15]. However, 
there is almost no mutual information between the conserved asparagine position and 
other positions within/between LRR repeats (see Chapter 3). Therefore, probable 
substitutions are expected to be more stabilizing than improbable ones at the asparagine 
ladder position with minimal dependence on the sequence context. 
 
Figure 4.2. cLRR sequence conservation and substitutions. (A) Web logo for 
a colection of sequences from al LRR classes. Position numbers for the weblogo 
and the cLRR sequence in (B) are equivalent up to position 12 (the invariant LRR 
region), with the asparagine ladder residue occuring at position 10. (B) Sequences 
for consensus LRR (cLRR) protein. Each repeat pair (R) is composed of an A 
(blue) and B (red) repeat. Charge swap positions (filed gray rectangles) and the 
conserved asparagine position (empty black rectangle) are indicated. Substitutions 
can occur in repeat A (X) or B (Y) and are represented by a dot. (C) Sites of 
substitution within XCys/Leu and Y Cys/Leu repeats. Repeats within XCys/Leu and YCys/Leu
repeat pairs are colored (A, blue; B, red) with unsubstituted repeat pairs shown in 
gray. Substitution sites are shown with a white sphere to emphasize adjacent and 
non-adjacent interfaces. 
R
cLRRA: P R S L E S L F V D N N Q L E K L P D L
cLRRB: P R S LKS L F VSN NSLK EL PKL
X
cLRRA: P R S L E S L F V D N • Q L E K L P D L
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cLRRA: P R S L E S L F V D N N Q L E K L P D L
cLRRB: P R S LKS L F VSN •SLK EL PKL
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 As  cysteine is  commonly  observed  at the  asparagine ladder  position in  LRRs 
generaly, it  was treated  as  a  probable  substitution  while leucine  was treated  as 
improbable (Figure 4.2A). However, sequence analysis of the bacterial LRR class, from 
which the  original  cLRR  sequence  was  designed, indicates that  cysteine is  no  more 
frequent than leucine (Figure S4.1). Although cysteine frequencies are low, the lack of 
mutual information at the asparagine ladder position suggests that there should not be 
compensating substitutions in the  bacterial  LRRs that  might  make  cysteine  more 
destabilizing than in other LRR classes (e.g., typical, cysteine-containing [16]). Therefore, 
cysteine should behave in the cLRR sequence much as it would in a sequence designed 
from any other LRR class. 
 
4.2.2 Paired repeats model and constructs for cLRR substitutions. 
Quantification of the contribution of the asparagine ladder to interfacial and intrinsic 
DG̊  values requires  substitution  of ladder  asparagines in the  cLRR sequence. 
Substitutions  were  chosen  based  on the ladder residue frequencies  across  al  LRR 
classes, where cysteine is frequently observed and leucine is rare (Figure 4.2A). Given 
the asparagine ladder side chains make more contacts with i-1th repeat, it is important to 
resolve the preceding (N-terminal) and succeeding (C-terminal) interfaces into separate 
parameters. In addition, the AB repeat pair can be altered in two potentialy distinct ways: 
substitutions can be incorporated into either the A repeat or the B repeat. To distinguish 
these two substitutions, we refer to a repeat pair with an A-repeat substitution as an "X" 
paired repeat (compared to a wild-type "R" paired repeat; Figure 4.2B, middle), and to a 
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repeat  pair  with  a  B-repeat  substitution  as a "Y"  paired repeat (Figure  4.2B,  botom). 
Sequence diferences between A and B result in diferent intrinsic stabilities (see Chapter 
3)  so it is  expected that the  efects  of  substitution  on intrinsic  stability  wil  depend  on 
whether the substitution is made to the A (X) or B (Y) repeats (Figure 4.2C). 
As  with the  original  cLRR  sequence, these  substitutions  can  be  studied  using 
either the  paired-repeat (Figure  4.3)  or  single-repeat  model.  For this  study, the  paired 
repeats  scheme is  used.  The residue  substituted for the ladder  asparagine  wil  be 
indicated  with  a  subscript,  e.g,  XCys and  YLeu.  A  cursory look  at the  cLRR  architecture 
shows that  Xaa constructs  wil  directly impact the  N-terminal interface  adjacent to the 
substitution site and Yaa constructs wil similarly impact the C-terminal interface (Figure 
4.2C).  However, the interface  C-terminal to  an  Xaa substitution  may  also  be  afected 
through long-range interactions; likewise, the interface  N-terminal to  a  Yaa substitution 
may be afected. In both cases, these distal efects involve the i+2th and i-2th interface, 
respectively.  Since these  non-adjacent interfaces  are resolved in the  paired repeats 
model, they wil be a useful measure of long-range coupling within the asparagine ladder.  
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Figure  4.3. Matrix for resolving  paired repeats  parameters for  both  XCys/Leu 
and  YCys/Leu substitutions. The  cartoons represent  constructs  composed  of 
combinations  of  N-cap (N,  blue  half  circle),  R repeat  pairs (gray  bar), 
XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu repeat  pairs (white),  and  C-cap (C, red  half  circle). Interfaces 
between un-substituted repeats are shaded blue, R:(X/Y) interfaces are shaded 
black, (X/Y):R interfaces are shaded red, and X:X or Y:Y interfaces are shaded 
gray. Column labels represent the intrinsic and interfacial terms resolved by the 
constructs. As long as al of the repeats are folded in the absence of denaturant, 
the matrix if ful rank,  and  parameters  can  be  accurately  determined from  urea-
induced unfolding transitions of the four constructs shown. 
 
Proteins  matching the  constructs from the  matrix in  Figure  4.3  with the ladder 
asparagine substituted for a cysteine or leucine in the A or B repeats (Figure 4.2B) were 
expressed  and  purified.  As  with the  original  cLRR  constructs (see Chapter  3), DN-cap 
XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu variants required the addition of 5% glycerol (v/v) for solubility at low urea 
concentrations. XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu-containing constructs had far-UV CD profiles similar to the 
original cLRR constructs (Figure 4.4A) implying they maintain a similar fold. Compared to 
the  original  cLRR  sequence, internal  and  double  substitutions (R(XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu)R, 
R(XCys/Leu)2/(YCys/Leu)2) generaly have a reduced CD signal near 210-220 nm. In previous 
studies, reduced CD signal was corelated with decreased stability and (in some cases) 
cooperativity (see Chapter 2) [17]. 
ΔGX/Y ΔGR-1,X/Y ΔGX/Y-1,R ΔGX/Y-1,X/Y
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0
1 0 1 0






Figure  4.4. Far-UV CD  spectra  of  asparagine ladder  cysteine  and leucine 
substitutions. Legend in (A) identifies curves for  both (A)  and (B). DN-cap 
constructs are not included as concentrations could not be accurately determined 
for these  constructs. (A) CD  spectra  of  XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu constructs for  cysteine 
substitutions. (B) CD  spectra  of  XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu constructs for  cysteine 
substitutions. Solution conditions: 20 mM NaPO4, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, 
pH 7.8, 20 ̊C 
 
4.2.3 Paired repeats parameters for asparagine ladder substitutions. 
 Unfolding transitions for al of the constructs in Figure 4.3 were colected, and were 
analyzed  with the  paired-repeat  nearest-neighbor  model,  using  parameters from the 
original series for DGN, DGR, DGC, and DGR-1,R. Based on intrinsic parameters, both the 
cysteine  and leucine  substitutions increase the intrinsic  stability  of the  paired repeat 
(Table  1).  On  average, removal  of the ladder  asparagine reduces the intrinsic folding 

























































































kcal mol-1, Figure 4.5A). The increased stability of XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu repeats relative to R 
may result in part from a reduced desolvation penalty of cysteine and leucine, compared 
to the  polar  asparagine  side  chain.  Substitution to  cysteine  and leucine for the ladder 
asparagine is expected to yield -3.7 kcal mol-1 and -4.9 kcal mol -1 respectively, though 
even the  most  stabilizing  substitution (YCys)  only  provides -2.2  kcal  mol-1 [18].  This 
discrepancy likely results from the loss  of  stabilizing  hydrogen  bonding  within the 
asparagine ladder. In this regard, it is important to keep in mind that X and Y are paired 
repeats that  contain  an internal interface (Figure  4.2C).  Accounting for the  average 
destabilization  of this interface (2.5  kcal  mol-1;  see  below)  brings the  observed  gain in 
stability into beter agreement with that expected from diferences in desolvation energies. 
 
Figure 4.5. Urea-induced unfolding of cysteine and leucine substitutions in 
cLRR constructs. Plots show fraction folded versus urea concentration with the 
legend in (A)  applying to  both  plots.  Cartoons  are  as in  Figure  4.2.  The 
(XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu)R3C  constructs  were  denatured in  5%  glycerol (v/v) to  prevent 
aggregation at low urea concentrations. (A) Urea melts for XCys/YCys substitutions.  
(B) Fits of urea melts from XLeu/YLeu constructs. Solution conditions: 20 mM NaPO4, 








XLeu and YLeu MeltsXCys and YCys Melts
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 Conversely, the interfacial free energies are significantly destabilized by disruption 
of the  asparagine ladder (Table  4.1).  For  each type  of  substitution, the  paired-repeat 
model  gives  six interfacial terms: the interfaces  N-terminal to the  X  and  Y  substitution 
(R:X and R:Y), the interfaces C-terminal to the X and Y substitutions (X:R and Y:R), and 
the interfaces  between two  adjacent  substitutions (X:X  and  Y:Y).  Al  six interfacial 
parameters  have reduced  stability relative to the  original  cLRR interfaces, for  both the 
cysteine  and the leucine  substitution  series.  This  suggests that  neither  cysteine  nor 
leucine  can replace the favorable interfacial interactions  supported  by the  asparagine 
ladder. 
Table 4.1. Paired repeats parameters for asparagine ladder substitutions. 
Asparaginea Cysteineb Leucineb 
DGR 10.95 DGX  9.65  [9.04, 10.2] DGX  9.14  [8.67, 9.54] 





-12.06 [-12.26, -11.82] DGR-1,X 
-11.53 [-11.80, -11.22] 
  DGR-1,Y -11.33 [-11.51, -11.13] DGR-1,Y -12.06 [-12.16, -11.97] 
  DGX-1,R -12.68 [-12.93, -12.47] DGX-1,R -11.60 [-11.89, -11.28] 
  DGY-1,R -12.65 [-12.81, -12.49] DGY-1,R -12.72 [-12.85, -12.61] 
  DGX-1,X -11.33 [-12.16, -10.38] DGX-1,X -10.07 [-10.61, -9.50] 
  DGY-1,Y -10.77 [-11.32, -10.16] DGY-1,Y -11.78 [-12.13, -11.46] 
murea 0.74 murea  0.73  [0.76, 0.70] murea  0.72  [0.73, 0.71] 
Mean best-fit values from a200 or b1000 bootstraps iterations. Free energy is in kcal mol-1; murea 
is in  kcal  mol  Murea-1. Intrinsic terms  are represented  as DGi with interfacial terms  as DGi-1,i 
Denaturant  dependence is indicated  by  mi.  95% confidence intervals for  parameters  are 
included in brackets after the mean value. Original cLRR parameters (left column) and glycerol 
dependence  are fixed in  al fits  with  N- and  C-terminal  caps  using  1.5  murea and  2  murea 
respectively to account for the number of repeat pairs in each cap.  
 
Comparing the  extent to  which the  diferent types  of interfaces  are  destabilized 
reveals  a  general  hierarchy (Figure  4.6B). Interfaces  between two  adjacent  XCys/Leu or 
YCys/Leu paired repeats  are the  most  destabilized. Interfaces  N-terminal to the  site  of 
substitution (R:XCys/Leu and R:YCys/Leu) are intermediately destabilized and interfaces C-
terminal to sites of substitution (R:XCys/Leu and R:YCys/Leu) are the least destabilized. The 
exception to this trend is XLeu, where the N- and C-terminal interfaces are equaly 
perturbed. It is surprising that similar stability changes result from A- and B-repeat 
substitution (i.e., X and Y substitution), suggesting that the efects of ladder disruption 
can be propagated to nonadjacent interfaces. For example, for the YCys series, the 
substitution in the B repeat is immediately adjacent to the C-terminal interface (Figure 
4.2B), yet the N-terminal interfacial parameters is more destabilized than the C-terminal 
interface (compare cysteine ΔGR-1,Y with ΔGY-1,R). 
 
Figure 4.6 Intrinsic and interfacial parameters from nearest-neighbor fits of 
XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu constructs to the paired-repeats model. XCys/Leu (blue), YCys/Leu
(red), and R (gray) parameters are displayed on a free energy number line along
the x-axis. Vertical ofsets are used to group parameters based on ladder residue 
identity (asparagine, botom; cysteine, middle; leucine, top). Δavgis the average 
value for al intrinsic or interfacial terms within a plot. (A) Intrinsic and al interfacial 
parameters for each substitution type. (B) Interfacial terms separated into N-
terminal  (ΔGR-1,X/Y),  C-terminal,  (ΔGX/Y-1,R),  or  tandem  (ΔGX/Y-1,X/Y) 
(XCys/Leu)2/(YCys/Leu)2 interface energies. Colored circles are of the parameter type 
specified by the subplot heading; gray circles represent the other interfacial terms 
for comparison. Averages in subplots are taken only for colored points. 
























Although the interfacial  parameter  hierarchy  seems to  be independent  of  which 
repeat is substituted (A versus B), there are corelations between the type of substitution 
(cysteine versus leucine) and interfacial stability. The interfaces of XLeu tend to be more 
destabilized than those of XCys; however, YLeu interfaces tend to be less destabilized than 
those  of  YCys (Figure  4.6B). Interestingly, the  stability  of the interfaces  seems  anti-
corelated to the stability of the intrinsic terms (Figure 4.6A). Specificaly, the asparagine 
ladder  of  LRR  proteins  appears to  destabilize folded repeats  but  stabilizes interfaces 
between folded repeats,  a  patern that  promotes  cooperativity.  Because the  efect  on 
interfacial free  energies is  greater than that  on intrinsic folding, the  asparagine ladder 
exerts an overal stabilization on the LRR aray. 
 
4.3 Discussion 
4.3.1 The role of asparagine ladder in repeat coupling. 
 The substitution parameters clearly indicate that the asparagine ladder is used as 
a coupling device in LRR proteins. Both cysteine and leucine substitutions significantly 
destabilize interfaces on either side of the substituted paired-repeat (Figure 4.6A, Table 
4.1). Additionaly, the intrinsic terms shed an average of 1.6 kcal mol-1 after removal of 
the ladder  asparagine,  stabilizing the isolated paired-repeat (Figure  4.6A,  Table  4.1). 
Therefore, the asparagine ladder enhances coupling in two ways: it stabilizes the highly 
favorable interfaces by 2.5 kcal mol-1 on average and simultaneously destabilizes isolated 
repeats, contributing to the large free energy barier to isolated repeat folding. This two-
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pronged  efect is  not  observed in  ankyrin,  where the  polar ladder  greatly  stabilizes 
interfaces but does not destabilize isolated repeats (Figure S4.4) [14]. 
 Anticorelation between intrinsic and interfacial terms holds for consensus proteins 
in general, with cLRR substitutions also exhibiting negative corelation between intrinsic 
and interfacial terms (Figure S4.5). By comparison, ankyrin substitutions show much less 
deviation in intrinsic stability over a wide range of interfacial stabilities. The insensitivity 
of the ankyrin intrinsic terms to the stability of the interface appears to set it apart from 
other consensus systems with substitutions (cLRR and TALEs) or extension of an existing 
motif (34PR, 42PR). However, the substitution data are stil very limited (ankyrins, TALEs, 
and cLRRs) and the relationship observed in ankyrin may be the norm for most protein 
systems.  Additional  substitution  studies  with the tetratricopeptide-like repeat  proteins 
(34PR  and  42PR),  TALE,  cLRR,  or  new  consensus  proteins  would  beter  define the 
relationship between intrinsic and interfacial stability. 
 One of the most surprising results from this study is the asymmetric destabilization 
of the interfaces preceding and folowing a substituted repeat. Analysis of X and Y repeats 
with  both  cysteine  and leucine  substitutions reveals that  R:X/Y interfaces  are  almost 
always less stable than X/Y:R interfaces (Figure 4.5B). This is particularly notable in the 
case  of  Y repeats,  where  R:Y interfaces  are  not  adjacent to the  substitution  site  but 
nevertheless are more destabilized than Y:R interfaces (DGY-1,R > DGR-1,Y; Table 4.1). It 
is possible that the molecular architecture of the asparagine ladder is responsible for the 
asymmetric changes in the interfacial stability between the substituted repeat (i) and the 
preceding (i - 1th) and folowing (i + 1th) repeats. Numerous crystal structures show that 
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the asparagine ladder residue in repeat i forms a larger number of hydrogen bonds with 
the i - 1th repeat than to either the ith or the i + 1th repeat [12], [19], [20]. Since neither 
cysteine  nor leucine  can form the  same  network  of  hydrogen  bonds  as the  canonical 
asparagine, a larger number of bonding interactions to the i - 1th repeat are lost. Therefore, 
substitutions may have a larger efect on the asparagine ladder residue in the i - 1th repeat, 
atenuating the interface between the i - 1th and i - 2th repeat even though the substitution 
occured in the ith repeat. This mechanism would explain the asymmetric destabilization 
observed in this study, though direct measurement, possibly by monitoring NMR chemical 
shifts or NOEs, would be required to validate it. 
Interfacial asymmetry in substitution efects is not unique to the asparagine ladder 
and has  also  been  observed in a  consensus ankyrin construct (Figure  S4.5) [14]. 
Interestingly, a detailed NMR study of the threonine and histidine residues that form the 
ankyrin polar ladder revealed that a threonine to valine substitution alters the hydrogen 
bonding  geometry  of the  histidine [21] and  destabilizes the interface  between the 
substituted repeat  and the folowing repeat [14] despite threonine  making  no  direct 
interactions with the folowing repeat. In conjunction, these data suggest that efects from 
substitutions can propagate through a hydrogen bond network, providing an example of 
a mechanism that may be at work in the asparagine ladder of LRR proteins. Additionaly, 
the consensus  ankyrin  and  cLRR studies quantify the relationship  between interfacial 
stability and the distributions of interactions providing an excelent example of an intuitive 
result: the  greater the  number  of  contacts  between two residues, the larger the 
destabilization wil be upon their substitution. 
The asparagine ladder’s asymmetric stability is particularly important when 
considering how it contributes to global cooperativity. As the asparagine ladder couples 
repeats, substitutions to the asparagine ladder are expected to reduce cooperativity and 
populate partialy folded states. The nearest-neighbor model parameters can be used to 
reconstruct the population of partialy folded states as a function of denaturant 
concentration (Figure 4.7), showing that the population of partialy folded states is highly 
dependent on the substitution identity and location. In some cases, the presence of 
partialy folded states is significant without any denaturant (Figure 4.7, top right), 
explaining the highly sloped native baselines in the nearest-neighbor fits of some XLeu
constructs (Figure 4.5B). The impressive sensitivity of the population of partialy folded 
states to substitution type and location may be biologicaly relevant in natural LRRs with 
broken asparagine ladders. 
 
Figure 4.7. Population of partialy folded states in substituted cLRR 
constructs. Plots of fuly- or partialy-folded states (populated ≥ 1% during 
chemical denaturation) for four cLRR constructs. Legends in the top right corner 
of each plot indicate the construct and fuly-/partialy-folded states present during 

























An example of a biological interaction that may take advantage of the asparagine 
ladder to manipulate partialy folded states is the interaction between the LRR domain of 
pp32  and the  nuclear transporter  Crm1 [22]. A  previous  study  hypothesized that the 
biased  stability  of  pp32 (DGN-term > DGC-term)  may  be required for  exposure  of  a  cryptic 
nuclear export signal for interacting with Crm1 [7]. Interestingly, the first two LRRs in pp32 
lack  asparagines in the ladder  positions,  which  could lead to  substantial  population  of 
states where the first two LRRs of pp32 are unfolded (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7, top right). 
It may be that pp32 lacks an asparagine ladder in its N-terminal LRRs to promote local 
unfolding, exposing nuclear export sequence(s) that would otherwise be sequestered in 
LRR secondary structural elements. 
 
4.3.2 Coupling between asparagine ladder positions. 
 The paired-repeats parameters can be used to derive the long-range nonadditivity 
between the i and i ± 2th interfaces in the (XCys/Leu)2 /(YCys/Leu)2 constructs (Figure S4.6) 
[23]. For al substitutions but XCys coupling exceeds the eror propagated from the 95% 
confidence interval  of fited  parameters, indicating  significant  coupling  between  non-
adjacent  asparagine ladder  positions. Though  eror is  high relative to the  size  of the 
couplings, a coupling of 1 kcal mol-1 exists between ladder positions in repeat i and i ± 2 
(Table 4.1). Although coupling between adjacent repeats was not measured in this study, 
it has been shown that couplings can be as high as -5 kcal mol-1 in the LRR protein pp32 
(see Chapter 2).  
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It is informative to compare the coupling between asparagine ladder positions in 
the cLRR protein (and the pp32 proxy) to those in other consensus proteins. For TALEs, 
no significant couplings exist between adjacent repeat variable diresidue positions (Table 
S4.1). For ankyrin, strong coupling is observed between two positions, one of which is 
part of a threonine-histidine polar ladder (T4V; Figure S4.1) [21]. Threonines in ankyrin’s 
polar ladder are separated by a histidine residue, so this coupling is between positions 
that do not directly interact. Therefore, both ankyrin and cLRR systems have long-range 
coupling  within their  polar ladder,  demonstrating the  strong  energetic interconnectivity 
within polar ladders generaly.  
 
4.3.3 Comparison of probable and improbable substitutions 
 As  mentioned in the results  section, the  choice  of  cysteine  and leucine 
substitutions  was  based  on  a relationship  between frequency and  stability;  cysteine,  a 
more frequent ladder substitution, was expected to be more stable than leucine, which is 
observed less frequently at the ladder position. Free energies derived from two-state fits 
to cLRR XCys/Leu and YCys/Leu constructs show that cysteine is generaly less destabilizing 
than leucine for a given construct (Table S4.2), consistent with the idea that frequencies 
are related to stability.  
The global stabilities of the substituted cLRR constructs must be partitioned into 
the  paired-repeats  parameters.  Since the  asparagine ladder  contributes to  coupling 
between repeats, the  stability  diference  between  cysteine  and leucine  at the ladder 
position might be expected to partition into the interfacial terms. However, the interfacial 
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terms do not exhibit a strong stability bias towards either substitution (Figure S4.7A). Only 
when the intrinsic and interfacial terms are considered together does cysteine appear to 
be less destabilizing (Figure S4.7B). This finding provides further evidence that neither 
cysteine  nor leucine  can fuly recapture the interfacial interactions  supported  by 
asparagine  at the ladder  position.  Cysteine  may  be less  destabilizing than leucine 
because it is smaler, making it easier to pack into the cLRR hydrophobic core (reducing 
the intrinsic  cost  of folding)  while  maintaining  as  much  of the favorable interface  as 
possible. A firmer conclusion would require a high-resolution structure of both mutants, 
which  could identify  potential  steric  clashes  or rearangements that  might favor  one 
substitution over the other. 
The greater stability of cysteine relative to leucine substitutions appears to support 
the  argument that the  asparagine ladder in  LRR  proteins is independent  of  sequence 
context.  Despite  being  no  more  common than leucine,  cysteine  exhibits  a  smal  but 
significant stability increase. The diferences between the two datasets may result from 
sampling, as the ful LRR data set had two orders of magnitude more sequences than the 
bacterial LRR one. If true, the stability of substitutions to the invariant LRR region in the 
cLRR sequence might be beter described by the conservation paterns in the ful LRR 
dataset.  This  hypothesis  could  be tested  by  substituting threonine  at the  asparagine 
ladder given threonine is observed twice as frequently as cysteine in the bacterial LRR 
MSA but one fifth as much as cysteine in the ful LRR MSA.  
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4.4 Materials & Methods 
4.4.1 Protein cloning and expression. 
 Proteins were expressed and purified as in Chapter 3. 
4.4.2 Circular dichroism spectra and equilibrium unfolding. 
Al CD experiments were performed on an Aviv Model 400 CD spectrometer using 
a computer-controled Microlab syringe titrator (Hamilton) with samples in CD bufer (20 
mM Na PO4, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, 0/5% glycerol (v/v), pH 7.8) at 20 ̊C. CD 
spectra were colected with 3 s signal averaging every nm from 280 to 200 nm; protein 
concentrations  were  30 to  50 µM in  a  0.1  mm  path-length  quartz  cuvete.  Equilibrium 
unfolding experiments were monitored at 220 nm using a 5 to 6 min equilibration time and 
30 s signal averaging; protein concentrations were 3-5 µM in a 1 cm path length quartz 
cuvete.  Urea (VWR  Life  Sciences)  used for  experiments  was first  deionized  using  a 
mixed-bed resin (BioRad) and concentrations were determined from the refractive index 
[24]. Glycerol  dependence for repeats  was  determined from  melts  of  NR2 and  NRC 
constructs  denatured in  0,  2.5,  and  5% glycerol (v/v) (see Chapter  3).  Unfolding 
experiments with DN-cap constructs were al done with 5% glycerol (v/v), titrating from 
high  urea  concentrations to lower  concentrations  with  no  protein in the titrant to  avoid 
aggregation  of titrant  protein  at low  urea  concentrations over the  course  of the 
experiment. For the XLeuR3C construct, melt conditions were contaminated with 10 mM 
arginine used during dialysis for that prep only. This did have a measurable efect on the 
CD  signal that  did  not interfere  with the  colection  of the titration  data  but the low 
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concentration of arginine is not expected to alter the stability of the construct and thus it 
was fit the same as the other DN-cap constructs. 
 
4.4.3 Nearest-neighbor analysis. 
 Determination of single repeat interfacial and intrinsic parameters was achieved 
using  a  1D  nearest-neighbor  model [25].  The  parameters for  original  cLRR repeats 
(DGN/R/C, DGR-1,R) and  glycerol  dependence (mglyc)  were fixed  using the  values from 
chapter 2. In addition to the fixed original cLRR parameters, substituted parameters were 
introduced: 
!"=$
%&∆()%*+∗-%*.∗/01    (4.1)	
!3=$
%&∆(4%*+∗-%*.∗/01    (4.2)	
56%7,"/3=$
%∆(:;<,)/41    (4.3)	
5"/3%7,6=$
%∆()/4;<,:1    (4.4) 
5"/3%7,"/3=$
%∆()/4;<,)/41    (4.5) 
	 
where b is (kT)-1, x is urea concentration in molar, and g is glycerol concentration in molar. 
As no construct has an XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu adjacent to an N- or C-cap, no unique interfacial 
terms  or  assumptions  were  needed for the  nearest-neighbor  analysis.  Using these 
equilibrium constants, a partition function can be constructed and used to determine the 
fraction of repeats folded in the aray (see Introduction) [25]. Parameters were determined 
using nonlinear least squares to globaly fit normalized urea denaturation data [26] using 
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a  script  designed  by  Dr.  Jake  Marold,  modified  by  Dr.  Katie  Geiger-Schuler,  and  with 
additional minor modifications. 
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4.5 Supplementary Figures & Tables 
Table S4.1. Thermodynamic couplings between positions in i and i ± 1 or i ± 2 repeats in 
consensus proteins. 
cLRR Ankyrina TALEb 
DGXCys,i+2 -0.6 ± 1.0 DGT4V,i+1 -1.8 ± 0.4 DGi+1 -0.5 ± 0.8 
DGXLeu,i+2 -0.9 ± 0.7 DGL6I,i+1 -0.5 ± 0.5   
DGYCys,i+2 -0.8 ± 0.6 DGL21F,i+1 -0.1 ± 0.3   
DGYLeu,i+2 -1 ± 0.5 DGV28P,i+1 -1.9 ± 0.5   
Thermodynamic couplings derived from double-mutant cycles in three consensus proteins as 
demonstrated in Figure S4.4. Free energy is in kcal mol-1 and terms are represented as DGj,i+n 
where j is the identity of the substitution (only one possible in TALEs) and n is the number of 
interfaces from  substitution i.  Erors  are  propagated from  95% confidence intervals from 
bootstrap iterations. a Data from [14]. b Data from [13]. 
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Table S4.2. Comparison of two-state fits of XCys/Leu/YCys/Leu constructs. 
 Asparagine Cysteine Leucine 
NR3 -6.99 ± 0.4   
NR2X  -7.3 ± 0.4 -7.4 ± 0.1 
NR2Y  -7.4 ± 0.3 -7.5 ± 0.1 
NRXRa  -6.0 ± 0.4 -4.8 ± 0.0 
NRYRa  -6.5 ± 0.0 -5.8 ± 0.2 
R4C -5.35 ± 0.1   
XR3Cc  -6.5 ± 0.5 -6.1 ± 1.4 
YR3Ca,c  -8.2 ± 0.1 -6.8 ± 0.3 
NRX2  -4.9 ± 0.3 -4.9 ± 0.0 
NRY2b  -4.7 ± 0.6 -5.7 ± 0.1 
DG̊H2O parameters from two-state fits of XCys/Leu and YCys/Leu constructs. Values are the mean of 
three titrations with eror equal to the standard deviation between titrations. Free energy is in kcal  
mol-1. a Constructs where cysteine is more stable than leucine. b Constructs where leucine is more 
stable than cysteine. c Constructs measured with 5% glycerol (v/v). Conditions: 20 mM NaPO4, 
500 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, 0/5% glycerol (v/v), pH 7.8, 20 ̊C. 
Figure S4.1. Conservation paterns in general LRR versus bacterial LRR subfamily 
conservation. Comparison of LRR conservation paterns (top) used for choosing cLRR 
substitutions and those in bacterial LRR (botom) used to design the cLRR sequence. 
The invariant LRR region is bounded by the black rectangle. The conserved asparagine 
position is highlighted in gray. The LRR web logo (top) is longer, reflecting inclusion of 
LRR classes composed of more residues (typical, RI, etc.). The aggregated LRR web 
logo difers from the logo in Figure 4.1 as the first two residues in that sequence logo 
















Figure  S4.2  Uncertainty in  parameters from  paired-repeat  model  of  cysteine 
substitutions. Parameter value distributions from 1000 bootstrap iterations of the paired-
repeats nearest-neighbor model for the cysteine substitution. Intrinsic (black box), urea 
and glycerol dependence (gray box), XCys interfacial terms (blue box), and YCys interfacial 
terms (red box) parameter values are shown as histograms with the parameter name in 
the top right  of  each  subplot.  Mean  value is  shown  by  a red  point;  95%  confidence 
intervals are shown in green. Units for subplots are kcal mol-1 (intrinsic, black; interfacial, 
blue and red) and kcal mol-1 M-1urea (mi, gray).
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Figure S4.3 Parameter value distributions from 1000 bootstrap iterations of the paired-
repeats  nearest-neighbor  model for the leucine  substitution. Intrinsic (black  box),  urea 
and glycerol dependence (gray box), XLeu interfacial terms (blue box), and YLeu interfacial 
terms (red box) parameter values are shown as histograms with the parameter name in 
the top right  of  each  subplot.  Mean  value is  shown  by  a red  point;  95%  confidence 
intervals are shown in green. Units for subplots are kcal mol-1 (intrinsic, black; interfacial, 
blue and red) and kcal mol-1 M-1urea (mi, gray).
 
Figure S4.4. Correlation between interfacial and intrinsic ΔG values for consensus 
proteins. Al un-substituted consensus constructs are labeled and proteins from similar 
families are joined by line. Values for point substitutions are shown in circles and are 
colored by family (gray, ankyrin; red/blue, cLRR). The dashed line represents a slope of 
one. A linear fit of the data has slope -0.5 and R2 = 0.666.  





















Figure  S4.5 Intrinsic  and interfacial  parameters from  nearest-neighbor fits  of 
ankyrin variants. Substituted (purple circles) and unsubstituted (gray) parameters are 
displayed on a free energy number line along the x-axis. Vertical ofsets are used to group 
parameters based on substitution. Davg is the average value for al intrinsic or interfacial 
terms within a plot. (A) Intrinsic and al three interfacial parameters for consensus ankyrin 
and for each substitution. The average intrinsic term overlaps the unsubstituted ankyrin 
consensus term. (B) Interfacial free  energies  separated into  N-terminal (DGR-1,R*),  C-
terminal, (DGR*-1,R),  and tandem (DGR*-1,R*) interface  values.  Colored  circles  are  of the 
parameter type  specified  by the  subplot  heading;  gray  circles represent the  other 
interfacial terms for comparison. Averages in subplots are taken only for colored points.
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Figure S4.6. Double-mutant cycle for XCys. Original cLRR paired repeats (gray bars) 
are converted to XCys paired repeats (white bars) changing R:R interfaces (blue line) to 
R:XCys (black line), XCys:R (red line), and XCys:XCys (gray line) interfaces. Transitions are 
labeled with the DDG from the nearest-neighbor models of XCys. The equations (botom) 





















ΔΔGRR,XX = ΔΔGRR,RX + ΔΔGRR,XR + δ







Figure S4.7. Correlation between interfacial parameters in cLRR substitutions. 
Corelation of interfacial (A) and interfacial + intrinsic (B) terms from cysteine and leucine 
substitutions with substitution identity. Dashed lines represent unit slope. (A) Corelation 
between interfacial parameters from cysteine and leucine substitutions. (B) Corelations 
between intrinsic + interfacial terms for cysteine and leucine substitutions. Points 
represent ΔGX/Y + ΔGi, where ΔGi is one of the three interfacial terms for each substitution.
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CHAPTER 5 – Future directions 
5.1 Discussion 
 This thesis has explored many features of the asparagine ladder and has provided 
some direction for future studies into the asparagine ladder in leucine-rich repeat (LRR) 
proteins. The most favorable avenues to explore are listed below with some thought given 
to  what  question  each  might  address  and  potential  chalenges  associated  with the 
necessary experiments. Though this is not an exhaustive list, it provides a good starting 
point for future investigations. 
 
5.1.1 Hydrogen exchange in extended asparagine ladders. 
 The initial  studies  of the  asparagine ladder in  pp32  determined that it is  highly 
protected from solvent (see Chapter 2). However, the short length of the ladder and the 
biased stability of pp32 prevented a more detailed investigation into whether protection 
increases with increasing distance from the end of the ladder. Fortunately, both YopM 
and cLRRs have extensive ladders that might be able to resolve the protection gradient 
from the ladder’s end to its center. An important consideration is that both these systems 
are  considerably larger than  pp32 (385 residues for  YopM  and  216 residues for  NR2 
versus 157 residues), which is likely to exacerbate the issues with weak signal from ladder 
asparagine side chains that arose in the pp32 protein. However, YopM truncations of up 
to 4-6 repeats are relatively stable [1] and would provide a significant enhancement in 
tumbling time relative to the ful-length protein (239 residues after truncating C-terminal 6 
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repeats). The consensus construct NR2 is both more stable and smaler than the smalest 
stable  YopM truncation,  possibly  making it  a  more  atractive target.  However, if the 
asparagine ladder between the consensus repeats and the N-terminal cap is broken, the 
size of the resolvable ladder in the NR2 construct is significantly smaler than that of YopM 
truncations. 
 
5.1.2 Long-range coupling studies of asparagine ladder. 
 Although i to i±2 couplings were resolved in the cLRR system in Chapter 4, it would 
be worthwhile to see if any coupling exists beyond two repeats from the substitution site. 
Though this  kind  of  study  could  be  done in the  cLRR  system, creating the  necessary 
constructs would be more chalenging than mutagenesis in a natural protein like YopM. 
Data from the cLRR study show that couplings between i and i±2 ladder positions are 
smal, so initial experiments to determine if this coupling can be measured in the YopM 
system would be a necessary first step. After determining if long-range coupling can be 
measured in the YopM system, further experiments could be conducted to measure even 
further couplings or test how varied coupling is for diferent sites within YopM. This may 
be particularly interesting to measure for internal-capping repeats [1].
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5.1.3 High-resoultion structures of cLRR constructs. 
 Though  studies  of the  cLRR  protein (see Chapter  3 and 4) indicate that it 
possesses the  characteristic  LRR  structure,  a  high-resolution  crystal  structure  would 
clarify some of the unanswered questions from these previous studies. Substantial efort 
has  already  been  spent  on  crystalizing  a  number  of  cLRR  constructs, including 
substituted variants. Thus far, the NR3C construct has shown the most promise as it has 
crystalized in a number of diferent conditions. Unfortunately, the initial crystals difracted 
poorly and eforts to optimize crystalization conditions were unsuccessful. Further eforts 
to remove  unstructured regions  are  curently  underway  and  wil  hopefuly improve the 
quality  of  crystals. In  addition, fusion  constructs  with  maltose-binding  protein  might  be 
used to further improve the  chances  of  generating  high-resolution  crystals  of  a  cLRR 
construct [2]. 
 Although the  NR3C  construct is the  most  promising  hit, it  would  be  extremely 
valuable to  obtain  structures  of  constructs  with  asparagine ladder  substitutions.  This 
might provide some insights into the structural efects of broken ladders. Furthermore, it 
may be the case that structures do not exist for some ladder architectures, such as the 
threonine and cysteine ladders that are hinted at in the sequence coupling data in Chapter 
3. The cLRR system may be a useful scafold upon which to do structural studies of the 
efects of these substitutions in single repeats or in arays.  
 141 
5.1.4 Single-repeat model for substitutions in cLRR constructs. 
 The  paired-repeat  model  used to  evaluate  substitutions in  chapter  4  provided  a 
strong foundation to study the efects of substitutions in the cLRR system. It would be 
useful to  extend this  work  by  performing  melts  with  substitutions to the  necessary 
constructs for the single-repeats analysis in chapter 3 (NR3A and BR3C). This would help 
disentangle any sequence-dependent efects that might arise from the charge alternating 
substitutions in the  A  and  B repeats.  Unfortunately, it is likely that  substituted  NR3A 
constructs  would  also remain  unfolded,  making it impossible to resolve the ful  set  of 
single-repeat parameters. It may be prudent to see if redesigning the charge alternating 
residues,  particularly the  aspartate  at  position ten (see Chapter  3),  using the  mutual 
information data from the bacterial LRR subfamily. This might improve the stability of the 
A repeat  and  B:A interfaces,  alowing for  complete resolution  of the  single-repeat 
parameters for the unsubstituted and substituted cLRR constructs. 
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